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ABSTRACT
A complete Stokes imaging spectropolarimeter has been developed based
on the principles of computed-tomography, spectrometry and polarimetry. The
Computed-Tomography Imaging SpectroPolarimeter (CTISP) is a polarization
extension to the Computed Tomography Imaging Spectrometer (CTIS)\
Imaging spectrometers estimate the object cube (x,y,A), whose smallest
subdivision is a voxel, while Stokes imaging spectrometers estimate four Stokes
object cubes (x,y, Sp(A); p = 0,1,2,3), one for each Stokes parameter.
CTISP uses a two-dimensional disperser to diffract the image in the field
stop into a 5-by-5 array of diffraction orders. As in computed tomography, each
focal plane array (FPA) pixel effectively integrates a different path through the
object cube, and when all pixels are recorded, a significant portion of the object
cube's information is obtained. The frequency space representation of the object
cube, however, indicates that two conical regions of information are not recorded,
thereby limiting the reconstruction accuracy.
CTISP scans only in the polarization domain (not spectral or spatial
domains), acquiring four FPA frames, one behind each of the four polarization
analyzers. Currently, CTISP's resolution is 33 by 33 spatially over a 3.5 degrees
full angle field of view with 16 spectral bands of 20nm width covering 440nm740nm.

' M.R. Descour, E.L. Dereniak, "Computed-tomography imaging spectrometer: experimental
calibration and reconstruction results", Applied Optics, 34, No. 22, pp. 4817-4826 (August 1995).
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CTISP acquisition is modeled using the linear imaging equation
Sa =

, which is inverted using the iterative expectation-maximization

algorithm to solve for

, the object cube as seen through analyzer a. The

recorded diffraction images g„ and the empirically determined calibration
matrices H„, are each acquired using analyzer a. The «th voxel reconstruction
result is extracted from each of the four

vectors to form a four element vector

which is then multiplied by the inverse of the voxel characteristic matrix W^to
obtain the estimate of the Stokes vector S„.

w;, is derived from the four

matrices.
A fully computer-controlled calibration facility and a suite of programs are
used to calibrate CTISP.
CTISP was validated using synthetically generated and real objects.
Spectral agreement is consistent with CTIS, while Stokes parameter polarization
errors were typically 0.04-0.07 for this instrument. Errors are most significant
at the spectral limits of CTISP. An object dependent correction reduces these
errors to below one percent.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the Computed Tomography Imaging Spectropolarimeter
(CTISP) is to provide a spatially, spectrally, and polarimetrically resolved
estimate of an object's exitance. CTISP is an imager, indicating that CTISP's
field of view (FOV) is subdivided into multiple resolution elements, thus recording
an object's spatial structure.

In addition, CTISP is a spectrometer since it

provides an estimate of the exitance within each of CTISP's wavelength bands.
CTISP is also a complete polarimeter, as it can measure all polarization
information contained within each spectral band.

In summary, CTISP is a

complete imaging spectropolarimeter, capable of measuring the polarization
state at each wavelength band for each resolution element within the FOV.
Imaging spectropolarimeters are employed in several fields including
geology, where they are used in remote sensing to locate and identify Al, Cu, Fe,
Pb and quartz based on their polarized reflection spectrum^•^. Conservationists
have used imaging spectropolarimeters to map polarized solar reflection from
water to aid in the delineation of wetlands^'^®. But the overwhelming majority of
imaging spectropolarimeters are dedicated to Astronomy, where they are found
in traditional settings such as telescope based instruments^^'^^'^®, and in more
exotic locations such as airborne^'^®, rocket-borne^ \ and satellite^® platforms.
Mapping polarization helps astronomers decipher which physical processes
created the observed light. For instance, imaging spectropolarimeters are used
to locate linearly and circularly polarized atomic transitions split by the Zeeman
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effect induced by the large magnetic fields present in nebulae and the corona of
stars'*. Astronomers also use imaging spectropolarimeters to study clouds^^ on
our planet as well as others. In fact, the polarization phenomena recorded by
imaging spectropolarimeters are of such interest to astronomers that at least one
book has been written exclusively on the subject®.
Object cubes
In this section, the object cube and Stokes object cubes are presented,
two geometric frameworks which will be used to represent the data acquired by
imaging spectrometers and imaging spectropolarimeters respectively.
Ignoring polarization for a moment, a viewed object's spectral exitance
can be mathematically characterized in terms of a continuous volume x,y, k,
consisting of two spatial dimensions, x,y, and one spectral dimension k. For
completeness, the x,y extent of the volume in object space is equivalent to the
projection of the object on a plane normal to the optical axis of the spectrometer,
and the wavelength extent is infinite.

The "kidney" shaped planar surface in

Figure 1.1 represents the full spatial extent of the object while an infinite spectral
extent is implied by the vertical lines in the figure. In reality, only a subset of this
volume can be measured with a single instrument, and for this reason only a
small volume corresponding spatially to the x,y extent of the FOV in object space
and the spectral response of the instrument in wavelength space is considered.
This subset of the object's spatially dependent spectral exitance is termed the
"object cube", and is seen within the larger kidney shaped volume in Figure 1.1.
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The goal of any imaging spectrometer is to acquire an estimate of the
object cube. Through use of focal plane arrays and digital computers, modern

A

Figure 1.1.

Object cube shown within object's full spatial and spectral extent.

s, (t, v,A)

5, (t,^, A)

/

/
Ni A

k

S,(^,yA)

A
Figure 1.2.

Stokes object cubes concept diagram.

imaging spectrometers can only represent the continuous object cube with a
discrete estimate. The discrete object cube estimate then consists of a total of /
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by J by K elements each of volume Sx^SX, where /, J and K are the total
number of object cube estimate subdivisions in the x,yspatial dimensions and
A spectral dimension, respectively. Each

element is a small rectangular

solid within the object cube estimate, and is termed a voxel. A single voxel is
seen in the object cube in the left of Figure 1.2. There are n=^ to N=I-J K
voxels in the object cube.
In an imaging spectrometer, a single scalar represents the exitance of
each voxel. The scalar representation at each voxel accurately describes the
relative spectral and spatial exitances in the FOV, but yields no information
concerning the polarization state.
The polarization state of partially polarized quasimonochromatic light can
be fully described using Stokes vectors, each comprised of four Stokes
parameters. Thus, four Stokes parameters per voxel are needed to characterize
the spectropolarimetric exitance. As indicated in Figure 1.2, the polarimeter's
role in an imaging spectropolarimeter can be viewed as further dissecting a voxel
in the standard object cube representation (left cube in Figure 1.2) into four
Stokes voxels (four small cubes within four larger cubes).

When voxels are

grouped by Stokes parameter, they form a Stokes object cube.

This

representation is perhaps the simplest to follow as the alternative is
representation in seven dimensional (;c,jv,A,5o,S,,5'i,53) space! Equivalently, a
Stokes vector S, is associated with the "«th" voxel in the object cube. The goal
of an imaging spectropolarimeter is the acquisition of the Stokes object cubes.
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CTIS Description
CTISP is a polarimetric extension to the Computed Tomography Imaging
Spectrometer (CTIS) previously developed by Descour and Dereniak®-^. CTIS
was developed to estimate the object cube, while CTISP was developed based
on CTIS to estimate the four Stokes object cubes. CTIS is described next, so
that the reader can gain insight into the imaging spectrometry concepts inherent
in both CTIS and CTISP.

A more detailed description of CTIS is found in

Descour's dissertation^, while the description of CTISP is the subject of Chapter
3.
CTIS, shown in Figure 1.3, is a novel imaging spectrometer that consists
of an objective, field stop, collimating lens, computer generated hologram (CGH),
re-imaging lens and focal plane array (FPA). The objective lens serves to form a
real image of the object in the field stop. All components excluding the objective
lens are consistent with the layout of a traditional grating spectrometer.
Consequently, a field defining entrance aperture (slit or field stop) is placed in the
front focal plane of a positive element (collimating lens).

A grating (CGH) is

placed in the collimated beam emanating from the positive element (collimating
lens). A second positive element (reimaging lens) is placed after the grating
(CGH) and images the field defining aperture (field stop) onto an exit aperture
(FPA) located at the second positive element's (re-imaging lens) rear focal plane.
Since CTIS is a two-dimensional spectrometer, the traditional slit is expanded to
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form a square aperture; the linear grating is replaced by a complex two
dimensional CGH, and the exit aperture is defined by the FPA.

zoom lens
1

A,"*"
FPA

M—i—
Collimating
zoom lens
Figure 1.3.

Re-imaging
lens

Optical layout of CTIS (from Descour^).

The CGH is a custom phase grating fabricated at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and described elsewhere®'®.

The CGH was designed to create a

square 5 by 5 array of diffraction orders and to distribute equal energy into each
of the 25 orders at 585nm. Figure 1.4 shows the diffraction image of a single
optical fiber's output at 600nm having a 16nm spectral bandwidth. The diffraction
was caused by the CGH in CTIS and recorded by the FPA.
The diffraction orders are numbered for reference with the center order,
the overall zeroth order being (0,0).

The orders are numbered by row/column

index decreasing top to bottom (+2,+1,0,-1,-2) and increasing left to right (-2,1,0,+1,+2). For example, the top left order in Figure 1.4 is then (+2,-2) and the
middle row rightmost order is (0,+2). The zeroth order undergoes no diffraction
and provides a direct view of the object.
The fiber's image extent (measured in the field stop) and the spectral
bandwidth of its output, defined by a monochromator, are used to empirically
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define a voxel's volume, Sx^SA.. Any FPA image recorded by CTIS (or CTISP)
will henceforth be termed a diffraction image; the 25 dispersion patterns within a
single diffraction image will be referred to as diffraction orders.

Figure 1.4.

Single voxel diffraction image.

CTIS is modeled as a linear imaging system. The linear equation relating
the object cube and the diffraction image is:
g = Hf + ^

(1.1)

For mathematical manipulation purposes, the matrix of values comprising a
diffraction image is arranged into an M element column vector g, where M is the
number of detector elements on the FPA. Similarly, the three dimensional array
of object cube exitances is arranged into an N element column vector f, where N
again is the number of voxels in the object cube. ^ \s an M element column
vector representing additive noise.

H is an /Vf by A/ matrix operator that

represents the linear mapping of the object cube f into the diffraction image g.
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The noise form may be assumed and the noise estimated, but H is unknown and
must be determined.
As Descour notes, H can be modeled, and in principle, the object cube
can be estimated via inversion of equation (1.1). Unfortunately, any differences
between the real instrument and the ideal model will be manifest as fixed errors
both in H and the inverted estimate of f. Thus, in order to best approximate the
H matrix of the real instrument, H is determined empirically.
The determination of H, termed the calibration matrix, is made by
recording the response of CTIS to each voxel individually. A calibration facility
consisting of a lamp, optical fiber, monochromator and x,y positioning equipment
adjusts the fiber's spatial position in the FOV and spectral output to produce light
characteristic of a single voxel. The diffraction image of a single voxel (Figure
1.4) is recorded by the FPA, converted to an M element vector and stored as a
column within H. In principle, N unique voxel diffraction images are recorded,
storing each of the diffraction images as a column within the M by N H matrix.
In other words, CTIS is calibrated in terms of its response to the set of voxels that
fills the object cube.

To allow the calibration procedure to be done in a

reasonable time, a subset of the N voxel diffraction images is recorded, and the
remainder are interpolated.
Once Hhas been determined CTIS can be used to characterize the
exitance of unknown sources. Unfortunately, typically M»N

and thus H is

usually not square and is not directly invertable. The product of

H with its
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transpose is square but still far too large to be directly invertable (17,424 by
17,424 for CTISP). The solution to this problem is found in a variety of iterative
approaches to the solution of linear equations.

Currently, the expectation-

maximization (EM) algorithm is used and is described in Chapter 2. Using the
EM algorithm, a good estimate of the object cube can be obtained in about seven
iterations.
Note since g is a single diffraction image, and in light of equation (1.1),
the entire object cube can be estimated with a single exposure, without scanning
in wavelength or space! As will be seen later in this chapter, this is the primary
advantage of CTIS over competing imaging spectrometers, and of CTISP over
competing imaging spectropolarimeters.
Object Cube projections
A diffraction image of a single voxel has been presented in Figure 1.4, but
images of unknown sources usually have significant spatial and spectral extent.
A model is now presented that provides a basis for understanding the connection
between the object cube's spatial and spectral structure and the spatial structure
of the diffraction images recorded by the FPA.
The left diffraction image in Figure 1.5 is of a set of three white letters
("WES") on a black background illuminated by a flashlight. The object has a wide
spectral distribution and spatial complexity.
In the model, a diffraction image can be viewed as having been produced
by 25 projections of the object cube onto the FPA. Specifically, if the theoretical
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Figure 1.5. (left image) Diffraction image of "WES" target illuminated by a
flashlight: (right image) Diffraction pattern of same "WES" object illuminated with
a HeNe (632.8nm) laser.
object cube is suspended above the FPA (as shown in Figure 1.6), each order
corresponds to a unique projection of the object cube at a different angle. The
object cube's spectral coordinate is normal to the FPA.

Figure 1.6.

Object cube projection analogy (from Descour^).
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When the object cube has spectral and spatial complexity, as in the left
diffraction image in Figure 1.5, all but the zeroth order projection result in orders
that bear little resemblance to the object. This is simply due to the fact that
object's longer wavelengths are diffracted to a greater angle than its shorter
wavelengths. In the projection model, the longer wavelengths are near the top of
the object cube and are thus projected further. However, if the object's spectral
nature is simple, as is the case for the same "WES" target illuminated by HeNe
laser light, the object cube complexity is reduced to a single spectral plane of
non-zero exitance. Clearly, the projection of this plane onto the FPA results in a
clearly visible image of "WES" (right diffraction image in Figure 1.5) at each of the
orders due to the lack of spectral structure.

•
m

H
Figure 1.7. (left image) Diffraction image of the field stop covered with paper
and back-illuminated with HeNe light; (right image) Diffraction image of "WES"
target, "WES" illuminated with a flashlight, "W" further illuminated by HeNe light.
Additional examples of how the spectral complexity affects real diffraction
images are shown in Figure 1.7. The object in the left diffraction image in Figure
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1.7 is the FOV covered with a single sheet of white paper and back-illuminated
with HeNe light. This figure is included to show the extent of the FOV (the extent
of one square diffraction order), and to again show the effect of a monochromatic
object.

A combination of spectral and spatial complexity is shown in the

diffraction image in the right of Figure 1.7. The "WES" target is illuminated by a
flashlight as in the left image in Figure 1.5, but now the "W" is also illuminated by
the HeNe laser. The "W" is apparent in the higher orders since the spectral
energy is much greater at that wavelength that any other spectral component
from the flashlight.
Frequency space interpretation of diffraction orders
CTIS is able to reconstruct most object cubes quite well, but CTIS does
have limitations.

In order to better understand these limitations, the Fourier

transform of a diffraction image is examined. Descour^ has shown that the twodimensional Fourier transform of a single order within a diffraction image results
in a plane in the frequency space of the object cube. The frequency space
equivalents of x,y, and A are ^,7, and 4", respectively. Six planes corresponding
to six orders are shown in Figure 1.8, which is a plot of the upper half of the
spectral frequency space including all of the relevant spatial frequency space.
Orders which mirror one another about the zeroth order in the diffraction image
((+1,0) and (-1,0); (+1,-2) and (-1,+2), etc.), are planes rotated 180 degrees from
one another about the 4" axis in frequency space. Higher diffraction orders result
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Figure 1.8. Frequency space interpretation of orders within a diffraction image
(from Descour'').
in planes which are increasingly vertically oriented. If a projection could be made
in the horizontal direction of an object cube, then a vertical plane would result in
the frequency space of the object cube.
Missing Cones
Rotation of the CGH leads to an ensemble rotation of all the planes about
the 4" axis. If the grating were rotated to every azimuth angle about the ^ axis,
and realizing a vertical plane in frequency space can never be achieved, the
precession of the steepest plane about that axis defines a cone in frequency
space.

In actuality, there are two cones, one cone centered about both the

positive and negative spectral frequency axes. Since no planes penetrate these
cones regardless of CGH azimuth, none of the object's spatial and spectral
frequency information contained in these cones is present in the diffraction
image.

This results in the loss of information about the object's low spatial

frequencies and high spectral frequencies.

As Descour notes, several CTIS

design parameters can be changed to reduce the size of the cones, but their
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existence in CTIS is certain. Most importantly, the object cube information which
is not collected indicates that reconstruction efforts will not perfectly recover the
object cube. These conical volumes of lost information are termed the "missing
cones".
If an infinitely large FPA were available, and a CGH capable of providing
signal into the outermost orders, the outer orders could be recorded, which, in
the limit, correspond to the horizontal projection of the object cube mentioned
earlier. In light of this extremely unrealistic scenario, CTIS is operated with the
realization that objects with little spectral structure and a high degree of spatial
structure will be reconstructed more accurately than a monochromatic spatial
unvarying object, like the FOV object to the left of Figure 1.7. Thus, in summary
the missing cones are the chief limitation preventing a perfect reconstruction of
the object cube.
Since CTISP is a polarimetric extension to CTIS, and, in fact, fully includes
CTIS, all of the aforementioned strengths and weaknesses of CTIS are expected
to apply directly to CTISP. The major strength of CTIS, the ability to acquire the
entire object cube in a single FPA frame, is demonstrated next and extended to
the case of CTISP, while the weakness of CTISP due to the missing cones is
addressed in Chapter 6.
Imaging Spectropolarimeters
Unknown numbers of spectrometers have been built, and dozens
imaging spectrometers^® and polarimeters have also been developed.

of
This
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section, however, examines an even narrower field, several of the relatively few
imaging spectropolarimeters in existence.

These are presented so that the

method by which each estimates the object cube can be compared.
Before investigating imaging spectropolarimeters, Descour's^ work is
revisited and the portion of the object cube that different spectrometers acquire in
a single FPA acquisition is analyzed. Traditional spectrometers such as echelle
type and most linear grating spectrometers have no imaging capability and
therefore record a column of information in the object cube for each FPA frame,
as shown in Figure 1.9

If a spectrometer utilizes a FPA to provide spatial

resolution along the slit of width Ay and spectral resolution in the orthogonal
direction, a vertical planar structure is measured within the object cube.

A

camera using a spectral bandpass filter of width AA integrates a horizontal
planar region of thickness AA within the object cube. All three cases are shown
in Figure 1.9. All three types of spectrometers must scan in wavelength and/or
space to acquire the entire object cube. Since CTIS acquires the entire cube in a
single FPA frame and does not rely on scanning in wavelength or space, it is
termed a non-scanning instrument.
Before comparing the instmments, note that all of the imaging
spectropolarimeters encountered are of two general types, diffraction based and
spectral filter based imaging spectropolarimeters. Diffraction based instruments,
including CTISP, use either a one-dimensional (linear grating) or a two-
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dimensional (CTISP or echelle) spectrometer augmented with polarization
analyzers and a FPA. The analyzers are located at a various positions within the

5^^ J If ' j> "

Figure 1.9. Regions of acquisition within the object cube for a single frame
exposure using different spectrometer types (from Descour^).
optical train, but always before the grating. As will be seen in detail in Chapter 3,
CTISP Includes four analyzers mounted in a filter wheel in front of CTISP's
objective.

The second type of imaging spectrometer, spectral filter based

instruments, include a spectral filter, FPA and polarization analyzers. A color
filter defines the spectral region and its width.
The object cube acquisition analysis can be extended quite simply to the
case of the four Stokes object cubes and imaging spectropolarimetry. It will be
shown in Chapter 2 that no single FPA frame incorporating a given analyzer
uniquely yields a single Stokes parameter.

It will also be shown that four

polarization measurements, one per analyzer, are needed to obtain the four
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Stokes parameters for a given voxel, one per Stokes object cube. Each FPA
frame, using a different analyzer, contributes information in exactly the same way
(albeit in differing amounts) to each of the four Stokes object cubes. In other
words, the geometrical data volume structure acquired with one FPA frame is
identical for each of the four Stokes object cubes. For this reason, since the data
stnjcture corresponding to one FPA frame in one cube is indistinguishable from
any other, all of the preceding analysis including Figure 1.9, applies directly to
imaging spectropolarimeters and Stokes object cubes, realizing that four
exposures utilizing four analyzers are required to obtain a similarly shaped
portion of each of the four Stokes object cubes.
All complete Stokes imaging spectropolarimeters require multiple FPA
frames to construct the Stokes object cubes (including CTISP), but several of the
incomplete (linear polarization only) spectropolarimeters use division of
amplitude (i.e. polarizing beamsplitters) to simultaneously measure both linear
polarization components by redirecting the two beams to different FPAs. These
incomplete linear imaging spectropolarimeters then acquires a representative
portion of the 5o,5, Stokes object cubes in one FPA frame.
CTISP, takes full advantage of CTIS's ability to obtain all spectral and
spatial object cube data in a single exposure, but CTISP must scan in
polarization space to estimate ail four Stokes object cubes. Although CTISP
must scan in polarization space, the number of exposures required to estimate
the four Stokes object cubes is minimal (4). Furthermore, since CTISP estimates
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four times the information that CTIS estimates there is no loss in information
gathering efficiency, as with CTIS, one exposure per object cube is required.
In order to appreciate the advantages of CTISP, several current imaging
spectropolarimeters are discussed and the portion of the Stokes object cubes
each records is related.

As expected these instruments were created for

astronomy.
The Wide-field Imaging Survey Polarimeter (WISP) was also developed by
researchers at the University of Wisconsin^\ This rocket-bome device acquires
wide field polarimetric images, and uses two broadband filters centered at 164
and 218 nanometers. Thus the device has good imaging capabilities, but it
integrates the polarization response over two wide wavelength regions. WISP
thus measures planar stmctures within each of the four Stokes cubes, much like
a filtered camera.
Gary

Schmidt

and

H.S.

Stockman

Imaging/Spectropolarimeter", termed SPOL^^.

developed

the

"CCD

The device can measure

polarization in the full instrument spectral domain (380-900nm) for a slit source
with a spectral resolution from 0.6 to 1.2 nm. The device can operate as an
imaging polarimeter if a spectral bandpass filter is used. Thus, this device can
perform spectropolarimetry of a slit source or imaging polarimetry of an extended
source but not imaging spectropolarimetry of an extended source. SPOL can be
configured to acquire single wavelength band planar stmctures in the Stokes
object cubes or a single vertical planar structure when an entrance slit is used.
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In either case only data from a subset of the Stokes object cubes can be
acquired without scanning.
The "Advanced Stokes Polarimeter" was developed by the National
Center for Atmospheric Research and the National Solar Observatory^^. Again
although a full Stokes vector is measured, this instrument provides polarimetric
information from a slit source and not an extended source, thus its limitations are
similar to SPOL's.
James Hansen of Goddard Institute of Space Studies developed a
polarimeter which is part of the Galileo space probe; the compact instrument was
designed to study particulates on Jupiter^'*. This device performs photometry at
seven narrow spectral bands and photopolarimetry at 410, 678 and 945 nm.
This device uses several single element detectors and thus provides no direct
imaging capability. The device then operates much like a whisk broom system,
but even with spatial scanning only records several narrow band horizontal
planar stoictures within the Stokes object cubes.
Glenar et.al. describe POLARIS-II, an imaging spectropolarimeter
developed at Goddard Space Flight Center^^. Although this device is an imaging
spectropolarimeter, it only provides linear polarization information and is not a
complete imaging spectropolarimeter.
Imaging spectropolarimeters are also found in satellite applications. The
French space agency's (CNES) "POLarization and Directionality of the Earth's
Reflectances" (POLDER) imaging spectropolarimeter, developed for global
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climate monitoring, has been flown on C-130 aircraft and is included in the Japan
space agency's (NASDA) coordinated multinational ADvanced Earth Observing
Satellite (ADEOS).

The spectral and polarization measurement capability of

POLDER aids in monitoring aerosols in the troposphere^®'^^ via polarized
scattering, estimating cloud cover, mapping chlorophyll in the oceans, and has
been used to delineate wetlands via polarized solar glint^^.
POLDER consists of a 242 by 274 pixel CCD array operating in the visible
and near IR, coupled to a wide FOV objective (114 deg. FOV)^®. A series of
spectral filters (443,490,565,665,763,765,865 and 910 nm) including filters
augmented with linear analyzers (443, 665, and 865 nm) is placed in telecentric
space between the objective and CCD.

Three spectral linear polarization

analyzers are used for each of the three wavelengths above, each having a
different linear polarizer azimuth direction. POLDER acquires directional data
from different look angles in a pushbroom manner by changing filters and
acquiring a new CCD frame with 94% overiap of the previous.

Thus each

spectral band is acquired with a different look angle. Since POLDER uses no
birefringent elements, it is limited to collecting 5o,5,,andS2, and is not a complete
Stokes spectropolarimeter.
Cleariy, a wide array of very capable instruments has been developed, but
none possess the primary benefit of CTISP: full acquisition of all Stokes object
cube data in just four images using a single FPA with no spatial or spectral
scanning required.
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Dissertation Goals
The goals of this dissertation are to propose, design, constmct and verify
a complete Stokes imaging spectropolarimeter based on CTIS. The narrative
outlining how these goals have been accomplished is the subject of the following
chapters, whose stmcture is briefly summarized here for reference.
Chapter 2, introduces the concept of voxel polarimetric calibration, upon
which CTISP is based. The linear imaging mathematical model of CTISP is then
presented. Next, the polarimetric calibration equations are derived for a single
voxel.

The chapter concludes with equations required to estimate the four

Stokes object cubes.
The design of CTISP is presented in Chapter 3. The polarization analyzer
requirements are discussed, and the selection of linear and circular analyzers is
outlined.

The chapter concludes with a modeling study analyzing the

performance of CTISP as a function of analyzer location in the optical train.
The design and function of the calibration facility is the subject of Chapter
4. The methods and hardware used to create the desired polarization states are
presented with particular attention paid to auxiliary verification of these states.
A suite of computer programs written in "C" was created to control CTISP
and the calibration facility as well as acquire and reduce CTISP's data. The
descriptions of these programs, their inputs/outputs and a flow chart indicating
the order of their use are all subjects covered in Chapter 5.
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Both results and an analysis of CTISP error are presented in Chapter 6.
An array of actual and computer generated objects are reconstructed: many are
compared to known spectral and polarimetric values. CTISP's error is analyzed
focussing on error propagation and determination of the source of error.
The

dissertation's

final

chapter

is

Chapter

7,

conclusions

and

recommendations for further work.
A Glossary is included after Chapter 7 to provide definitions of terminology
used in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2 - VOXEL SPECTRAL AND POLARIMETRIC CALIBRATION
Principle of Voxel Polarlmetric Calibration and Operation
The objective of this chapter is to derive the relevant equations used in
voxel polarimetric calibration and used in the estimation of the Stokes object
cubes. But, before CTISP can be used, it must be calibrated. CTISP, like CTIS,
is calibrated in voxels, but since CTISP is a spectropolarimeter it is calibrated
using voxels having different polarization states.
Mathematical Description of Instrument
For a single exposure, CTISP records a 5 order by 5 order diffraction
image on the focal plane array (FPA). A single diffraction image is a matrix of
FPA values, and when it is recorded behind an analyzer a, it is subscripted and
written g„.

The use of a different analyzer a defines a new instrument

configuration, also denoted a for CTISP.
Note that the goal is the determination of S„, a set of N Stokes vectors.
Clearly, this is equivalent to a 4 by N matrix of Stokes parameters. Note each
column of the 4 by N matrix is the vector representation of an entire Stokes
object cube.
For the purposes of polarization measurement
analyzer subscript a.

also includes the

represents the object cube f modified by analyzer a

and has the exact same dimensions as f; effectively, f„ is the object cube as it
appears when viewed through analyzer a.

The response of CTISP in
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configuration a to a full set of polarized voxels is described by

. Note each

instrument configuration a has its own calibration matrix H„. The operative
relationship is equation (1.1) modified for multiple instrument configurations:
=

where

(2.1)

again represents additive system noise acquired while the system is in

configuration a.
For CTISP, currently a is one of the following set ( V A , + 4 5 A , H A , R C A ) ,
corresponding to a vertical linear analyzer, a +45 degree oriented linear analyzer,
a horizontal linear analyzer or a right circular analyzer, respectively.

Each

column of H„ contains that spectropolarimeter configuration's response to a
voxel having a specific polarization basis state^° p . The term "basis state" and
the variable p indicate that the light is fully polarized and is either linearly
polarized (vertically, horizontally, +45 degree, -45 degree) or right or left circularly
polarized.
In order to calibrate CTISP, four matrices

"^ust be

experimentally determined. In principle, to determine these, the fiber image is
translated to N positions on a rectangular 3D lattice, specified by [x,y,Tj , n = 1,
N . With the instrument in configuration a , the fiber is moved to each of these

A/ locations and must be alternately set to four polarimetric basis states p and
the response to each of these recorded.
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Reconstruction Algorithm
The f„ object cube is reconstructed from CTISP diffraction images with
the help of an iterative form of the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm^^'^.
The algorithm is started by setting

= 1. The expectation step computes the

vector g„ s Hf„"" based on the current estimate of the object cube, f„"", as in
equation (2.1). Here
a, while

refers to the entire object cube as seen through analyzer

will be used to represent a single element of vector f„

corresponding to voxel n. The script representations
scalar elements of their respective vectors,

also represent
With each iteration a

correction factor is calculated for every voxel. The p +1 estimate of the n th
voxel's exitance as noted behind analyzer a in iterative form is:

a.n

~

f(p)
J a.n

M
Tj
^

o
oa.m
f

/O p'l

Theoretically, the algorithm stops when the quotient g„„/(H„f„'*')^ reaches
unity.

In practice, the reconstruction process is limited to 10 iterations to

minimize image noise amplification in the algorithm.
Mathematical representations of polarized light
Before

proceeding

further

with

voxel

calibration

several

of

the

mathematical descriptions of polarized light are discussed so that the coherency
matrix representation, used in a subsequent derivation, may be presented as well
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as the rationale for using the Stokes vector description which is used throughout
this dissertation.
The simplest and nnost limited description is that of a monochromatic
plane wave propagating in the "z" direction:
f
E { z , t ) = a , cos cot

2K
2 + d,
A
-

x + a., cos cot

2;r
X

Z + c5,

J'

(2.3)

The Jones vector representation of monochromatic light is obtained if the x and y
components of the field are arranged in a column vector.

The explicit time

dependence can be ignored and still retain the relative phase information
contained in 5^,5^:.

a , cos

^ 2;z-

E{z)=

„

(2.4)
a., cos

•i

Phasor representation is now used for the beam and the field is characterized at
a single position; for simplicity z=0 is chosen.
£(0) =

a^e"^'

(2.5)

This representation, termed the Jones vector for its creator, is a simple
representation of a monochromatic transverse electromagnetic plane wave. This
representation contains all of the information about the wave's magnitude and
the relative phase of its two orthogonal components. The Jones calculus was
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developed to allow determination of the polarization state of a beam following
ideal non-depolarizing retarders, polarizers and other polarizing elements.
Unfortunately, both the full cartesian and Jones vector representations are
valid for monochromatic, and thus fully polarized plane waves. Since, in general,
CTISP will be characterizing partially polarized, broad-band light, a more
complete description of the light is needed. It will be seen that a full description
of partially polarized light requires four scalar quantities.
Now, following O'Neill^^, an approach is developed which describes quasimonochromatic partially polarized light. This description is termed the coherency
matrix approach and was developed by Weiner^^ and later by Wolf^"*'^^. The
electromagnetic field is now described as:

(2.6)
where the orthogonal field components are:
^x(0 = ar(Oexp[z{<^,(r)- 2;rvr}]

(2.7)

Ey{t) = a^,(0exp[/{<z>2(0 - 2;rvif}]

The average frequency is employed in this quasimonochromatic approach, as
well as the time dependent phase factors. The coherency matrix, J, is defined
as:
x)
•'yy.

(2.8)
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where ® indicates the Kronecker product of s with its hermetian conjugate (t).
The angle brackets indicate a time average. The off-diagonal elennents of the
coherency matrix are in general complex.
Partially polarized quasimonochromatic light can also be fully described
using the four Stokes parameters (5(„5,,5,,53) which together form the Stokes
vector S.

is proportional to the total exitance and varies from zero to one. 5,

indicates the preference for horizontal linear polarization over vertical linear
polarization and varies from -1 for pure vertical linear polarization to +1 for pure
horizontal. S", indicates the preference of linear polarization oriented at +45
degrees from horizontal over linear polarization oriented at -45 degrees from
horizontal and varies from -1 for pure -45 linear polarization to +1 for pure +45
linear polarization.

Lastly, ^3 indicates the preference of right circular

polarization over left circular polarization and varies from -1 for pure left circular
polarization to +1 for pure right circular polarization.
The Stokes vector description is used in this dissertation since the
definition

of

the

Stokes

vectors

is

based

on

fundamental

irradiance

measurements made behind polarization analyzers, and because all Stokes
parameters are real valued and thus easily manipulated.

Furthermore, the

polarization character of light is easily interpreted from the values of the Stokes
parameters as noted in the previous paragraph.

Lastly, based on current

polarization journal articles, it appears the Stokes description is more popular
than the coherency matrix representation. This, no doubt, is partially due to the
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increasing popularity of the Mueller calculus, used to manipulate Stokes vectors.
Lastly, if desired, the corresponding coherency matrix can be obtained from the
Stokes vector via a direct transformation.
Voxel Polarimetric Calibration
The concept of polarimetrically calibrating each voxel is key to the
polarimetric functionality of CTISP. Since voxels are abstract subdivisions of the
object cube (x,y,A), the concept of polarimetrically calibrating each of these is a
bit abstract. Nonetheless, using tools derived from computed tomography and
polarimetry^® (and even quantum mechanics) each voxel can be polarimetrically
calibrated. The goal of this section is to derive the relationships leading to the
single voxel calibration matrix W„.
The first objective is to derive an equation for the measured irradiance,
£", behind an analyzer a in terms of an analyzer characteristic vector a„ and
an incident Stokes vector S.

A linear operator, A„, is introduced which

operates on the electromagnetic field e resulting in the field s'. The operator is
subscripted a since it will always correspond to analyzer a:
(2.9)
This can be recast in terms of coherency matrices:
J' = {£'®f'') = (A„£®^X')

(2.10)
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At this point, the operator A„ takes the form of a 2 by 2 matrix. Using these
previous two expressions and the definition of the coherency matrix, an
expression relating the input and output coherency matrices is obtained:
J' = A„JA;

(2.11)

Since CTISP does not measure the field directly, an expression that
relates the input coherency matrix, the output coherency matrix, the linear
operator and the measured irradiance is needed. The irradiance on a detector
placed after the analyzer is calculated as the trace of the coherency matrix of the
beam, or:
E' = Tr{i') =

= rKA/A„J)

(2.12)

The last re-arrangement in the last equality is made possible by the cyclic
permutation property of the trace.
At this point, a diversion into 2x2 matrix basis sets is needed. The Pauli
spin matrices, derived for quantum mechanics and listed below, form a complete
basis set for any 2x2 matrix^^.
'1

0'

_0 1

cli =

"I

'0

0"

r

<T, =
0

-1

1

0

=

"0

-i

i'
0_

Fano^^ determined the expansion of the coherency matrix in terms of the
Pauli spin matrices:
(2.14)
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The first term in the summation is, in fact, an indexed Stokes parameter.
Next, returning to equation (2.12) a general expansion is made for

in

terms of the Pauli spin matrices and four unknown coefficients

(2.15)
p=0

The Pauli matrices have several interesting properties, one of which is a trace
property using the Kronecker delta:
Tr[c7,c7] = 2S,^

/ = 0,1,2,3

y = 0,1,2,3

(2.16)

Substituting equations (2.15) and (2.14) in equation (2.12) and utilizing
equation (2.16) the desired relationship is obtained:
(2.17)
paO

In the case above, the irradiance measurement is made by a detector
behind the analyzer. In the case of CTISP, the irradiance measurement is a
single voxel reconstruction result. In keeping with the notation in equation (2.2),
an irradiance measurement provided by reconstruction behind an analyzer a for
a single voxel n is

„. Furthermore, if voxel n is known to radiate polarization

basis state /?, as is the case during calibration, then equation (2.17) can be
rewritten:
L.p.n=K. n - ^ p . n

(2-18)
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It is important to keep in mind that for the development in this section a
single voxel is being polarimetricaliy calibrated. The Stokes object cube vector
consisting of four Stokes object cube voxels is the radiating object. These four
object cube voxels share the same (x,y,Ji) coordinates which correspond to a
unique voxel index n. Thus,

„ indicates the system is being illuminated by a

voxel at location (jc,,v) with wavelength A (corresponding to voxel index n) and
polarization basis state /3. Note also that

is a scalar and refers to the

reconstruction estimate of voxel n behind analyzer a based on being illuminated
b y the n t h voxel radiating polarization basis state p .
Now that the first objective has been met in equation (2.18), it is clear that
the unknown instrument characteristic coefficients

„

must be determined. For the following example, a vertical linear analyzer is
chosen, thus a = VA. Note a = VA represents one instrument configuration, and
if the element's polarization character is a function of field angle, a different
Instrument configuration a now exists.

Substituting, equation (2.18) now

becomes:
fvA,p.n ~ ^yA.n

(2-19)

Clearly, with one equation and four unknowns comprising the vector

„,

more information is needed. The solution is simply to make four measurements,
illuminating the system with a different known polarization basis state p each
time. For example, the instrument can be illuminated with vertical linear, +45
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degree linear, horizontal linear and right circular polarized light in succession,
reconstructing the response,

^ „, to each basis state p. If the instrument is

first illuminated with vertically polarized light, p = VL, then:
1

fvAyL.n =

- Sk a ., Where S,,,, =

-1

(2.20)

0
0

Additional basis states which can radiate from voxel n are.

^HL .n ~

"1"

T

" r

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0
c

(2.21)

_

Now illuminating with different basis states
recorded and fvA.HL.n'> fyA.^ASL.iffvA.RCL.n

irnages
reconstructed,

respectively. The measurement vector is defined:
fvA.n — \fvA.VL,n'>fvAML.n^fvA.^5L.n^fvA.RCL.i\

(2.22)

The measurement vector is a four element vector derived from four scalar
exitances each reconstructed from voxel n behind analyzer a illuminated with a
different basis state /?. Note carefully that this script measurement vector
constructed by extracting the

nth element

from each of

is

these four

reconstmctions K.yt^K.HL^K.^sL^K.RCL^ hence the explicit arrow used in this case
to denote a vector. In every other case, bold fonts without arrows indicate vector
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or matrix quantities.

Furthermore, be aware of the difference between the

estimate of a vector and a vector constructed of estimates, since both are found
in this dissertation. Arranging the four basis Stokes vectors, one per row, into a
matrix, B is now defined:
'1 -1 0 0"
B

^HL.n

1

1

0 0

^t45Z..n

10

10
o
1

_

o

^RCL.n

(2.23)

Now the four equations are formed by varying p in equation (2.19) and using
equation (2.23):
(2.24)
The desired form of the instrument characteristic coefficient equation is arrived at
by inverting the previous relation to get:
a... =

(2.25)

Note B must be non-singular to allow determination of the characteristic
c o efficients. In this manner the characteristic coefficients, a

for voxel n when

using the vertical linear analyzer instrument configuration are determined.
Returning to the general problem of characterizing an unknown Stokes
vector, equation (2.20) is restated, but now without knowledge of the incident
Stokes vector. Thus, one equation exists thus far for the unknown Stokes vector
S„:

(2.26)
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and four unknowns,
(2.27)

s„ = (iS'0,5,,52,5'3

The most straightforward solution to this problem is to acquire measurements of
the

unknown

S„

utilizing

additional

instrument

configurations

typically

constructed by changing the polarization analyzer a. First the new instrument
configurations must be calibrated and the corresponding a„ „'s are determined in
the same fashion as above. For example, if the linear analyzer is rotated to a
horizontal orientation, a new instrument configuration is then created, and its
characteristic coefficients are found via the matrix/vector product:

(2.28)
For simplicity the same set of basis Stokes vectors is used and thus the
matrix B is the same matrix for each instmment configuration a. If the same
calibration procedure is performed for a consisting of a linear analyzer oriented
at +45 degrees from the horizontal axis and a right circular analyzer, then all four
sets of characteristic coefficients, a„ „, can be solved for, one vector for each
configuration. Note a total of 16 irradiance measurements (16 reconstructions)
are required to obtain the 4 unknown a„ „'s. Stating all four equations:

(2.29)
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Using the characteristic coefficients obtained via equation (2.29), the unknown
Stokes vector can be determined via solution of the following four equations in
the four Stokes parameter unknowns.
fvA

.n ~

' ^/i
(2.30)

fnA.n ~ ^HA.n '^n
f*4SA.n ~ ^^SA.n '^n
/rCAm ~ ^ItCA.n "^/i
Now arranging the above four equations in matrix form:
a yA.n.O

^yA.n.\

^yA.n.2

^^A.n.i

a HA.n.O

^HA.n.\

nu.n.1

'lU.n.i

.^•.45 A,it

^^•^SA.n

'^*A5A.n.O

^•tASA.nA

^*ASA.n.2

_fRCA.n _

_^RCA.n _

^RCA.n.O

^RCA.n.\

^RCA.n.2

"

^VA.n

I'' "'
fHA.n

^HA.n

S„ =

5,

(2.31)

^RCA.n.2

The voxel polarimetric characteristic matrix, W„, for voxel n can now be defined
as;
^yA .n.t

^VA.n.3

w. = ^HA.n.O
^*A5A.n.O

^HA.n.\

^HA.n.2

^HA.n.i

'^^•iSA.n.l

^*A5A.n.2

^*ASA.n.3

^RCA.n.O

'^RCA.n.l

^RCA.n.2

^RCA.n.i

and using /„

(2.32)

simplify to:
I= W,S„

(2.33)

Recall there is a W„ matrix for each voxel, and these are determined
experimentally as mentioned above. Once W„ is obtained for each voxel, the
calibration procedure is complete.

Again, sixteen images, one for each

pemnutation of the four basis states p and four instrument configurations a,
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must be recorded and reconstructed to calibrate each voxel polarimetrically.
Then, in summary, once all the W/s have been determined via the calibration
procedure, CTISP can be used to estimate an object's spectropolarimetric
exitance.
Data Acquisition
Now that the calibration is complete, CTISP can be implemented in the
"field" to estimate the Stokes object cubes of an unknown source. The set
of measurements is now acquired by stepping through the four
instrument configurations a. Each image

is reconstructed using H„ to

obtain f„, noting that the illumination condition is not known and is assumed
independent for each voxel:
(2.34)
For each analyzer this becomes:
SyA ~ ^^A^l'A
g/w ~ ^HA^flA
^RCA ~ ^RCA^RCA

'^HA

(2.35)

4RCA

Next, for each voxel n the corresponding voxel reconstruction element is
extracted from each of

These are then L.n^hA.n^LsA.n^fRCA.n-

Recalling equation (2.22) /„ can now be assembled for voxel n. The Stokes
vector estimate S„ for voxel n is found by inverting equation (2.33) and applying
it voxel-by-voxel to yield:
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S„ = W„-7„

(2.36)

Equation (2.36) is very significant as it is the fundamental operating
equation of CTISP. A powerful relationship is now available that allows direct
estimation of the Stokes vector for every voxel in the object cube given four
reconstructions each acquired behind a different polarization analyzer.
The Stokes vector estimate for every voxel in the object cube has been
obtained. In summary, CTISP is first calibrated by obtaining a voxel polarimetric
calibration matrix W„ for each voxel. Estimates of unknown Stokes object cubes
were then obtained by reconstructing four diffraction images g„ behind four
analyzers a and multiplying the, /„, vector, assembled from the reconstructions,
by the inverse of the voxel polarimetric calibration matrix W/'.
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CHAPTER 3 - CTISP DESCRIPTION AND DESIGN
CTISP design is subdivided into the design of the imaging spectrometer
and the design of the polarimeter. All CTISP components including manufacturer
and model number are listed in tabular form in Appendix A.
CTISP Description
CTISP consists of an imaging spectrometer augmented with polarization
analyzers to form an imaging spectropolarimeter. CTISP without the addition of
polarization analyzers is identical in principle to the CTIS imaging spectrometer
developed by Descour and Dereniak^ ®.
Three figures are presented to aid in following the description of CTISP.
An optical layout diagram of CTISP is shown in Figure 3.1 below.

The next

figure (Figure 3.2) is a photograph of the rotating analyzer wheel, viewed looking
into the CTISP objective.

A photograph showing the actual CTISP instrument

with its cover off is shown in Figure 3.3. Note the direction light travels in Figure
3.1 is opposite to that of Figure 3.3.
So that the assumed optical design of CTISP might better represent the
actual design, the lens designs illustrated in Figure 3.1 were extracted from the
LensVIEW optical database^® as probable matches for the three Nikon
commercial lenses used in CTISP. LensVIEW inputs were derived from the lens
specification sheets and those used include: patent holder (Nikon), number of
lens groups, number of elements, and lens type. Based on these specifications,
typically only two or three patents matched the criteria.

The date of first
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manufacture, obtained from other sources^®, was then matched as closely as
possible to the issue date of the patent listed by LensVIEW. Since many of the
lenses quoted in patents are scaled to have a 100mm focal length, after a design
was selected it was scaled to the correct focal length via Zemax. These designs
are presented only as likely designs, and should not be interpreted as
authoritative. This analysis was done to better approximate the actual optical
layout than is done by replacing each commercial lens by an achromatic doublet.
Tracing the optical path in both Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.3, light entering
the system first illuminates a polarization analyzer mounted in the analyzer
wheel.

The combination of two filters defines CTISP's spectral bandpass of

440nm to 740nm.

An IR filter (in Figure 3.3, but not shown in Figure 3.1)

Analyzer
Objective Lens

Field Stop

Collimating Lens

CpH Re-imaging Lens

FPA

rtLl^u.

I
I

Figure 3.1.

Diagram of CTISP optics.

serves to eliminate light with wavelengths greater than -720nm (half maximum)
and below the CCD infrared spectral cutoff. The UV filter (in Figure 3.3, but not
shown in Figure 3.1) blocks all light below 450nm. The objective lens images the
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scene onto the field stop, while the collimating lens collimates the light before it is
diffracted by the CGH. The CGH disperses the light into +2,+1,0,-1.-2 orders
plus cross orders for a total of a 5 x 5 dispersed images of the field stop. The 25
diffracted orders are re-imaged by the re-imaging lens onto the FPA.

Clear Aperture
M Circular
ilyzer (RCA)

Figure 3.2.

CTISP polarimetric analyzer wheel.
Reimaging
CGH Collifnattna Lens
Len»
TT—

Figure 3.3.

Horizontal Lineai
o Analyzer (HA)

Field Otijeciiv* Lens
Slop w/UVIMter
in I
1

Side view of CTISP without cover.
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As seen in Figure 3.3, all optical components between and including the
objective and FPA are mounted on bases that share a common recessed area
on the CTISP base plate in which to slide along the optical axis. From an axial
viewing perspective, locking plates are located on the left and right sides of each
mount.
CTISP Operating Parameters
Before delving into the design, CTISP's current parameters are
summarized.

The current embodiment of the instrument covers the 440

nanometer to 740 nanometer spectral region, consisting of A" = 16 spectral
bands, 20 nanometers wide {SA=20 nm) centered at A=440nm, 460nm, ... ,
740nm. CTISP currently subdivides the field of view (3.5 degree full angle FOV)
into 33 by 33 resolution elements.
Imaging Spectrometer Design
The imaging spectrometer consists of all optical elements shown in Figure
3.1 except the analyzer wheel and is based on the design of Descour and
Dereniak®'^. The first component acquired was the FPA, a scientific grade 16-bit
1024 by 1024 array with 24 micron pixels.

Next, the computer-generated-

hologram (CGH) was provided "as-is" by the University of Arizona. The CGH is
17.5 mm in diameter and produces a square array of 5 by 5 orders with an
effective grating line spacing of 20 microns. The CGH was designed to provide
equal energy into each of the diffraction orders for light at 585nm®'^. Since the
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FPA and CGH were on hand, all other design parameters were optimized given
the array and disperser.
In order to optimize lens and field stop design, a simple computer program
was developed to model the effect of the field stop size and collimating and reimaging lens focal lengths on the size and dispersion of the resulting diffraction
patterns given the FPA and CGH. The system is modeled from the field stop to
the FPA. The grating equation used included the chief ray angle. Although, the
angular dispersion is fixed by the CGH, the focal length of the re-imaging lens
controls the linear dispersion 5X1 Sx of the pattem. The 105mm focal length of
the re-imaging lens was needed to match the diffraction image size to the FPA.
Once the re-imaging lens was chosen, the field stop size and collimating lens
were optimized simultaneously using the program. The goals were twofold, to
optimize the number of FPA pixels in the FOV while avoiding overlap of the
different diffraction orders of the shortest wavelength. Both enlarging the field
stop and reducing the collimator focal length increase the size of the image of the
field stop on the FPA. Figure 3.4 is a dispersion plot of the final configuration: a
1.75mm square field stop, a 80mm focal length collimating lens and a 105mm
focal length re-imaging lens. The x axis indicates wavelength, while the vertical
axis indicates the X or Y (due to symmetry) image coordinates in mm on the 25
mm square FPA. Each pair of parallel lines in the figure corresponds to the top
and bottom of the field stop image for the indicated diffraction order as a function
of wavelength. The plot covers the +2,+1,0,-1,-2 orders. As desired, the orders
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Figure 3.4. Plot of field stop diffraction image extent on the FPA as a function
of wavelength for +2,+1,0,-1 ,-2 orders.
do not overlap at the minimum wavelength. The resulting pixel resolution within
the FOV is approximately 96 by 96.
The system stop is defined by the 17.5 mm diameter CGH; the system
throughput is determined as follows. The 80mm collimating lens has an entrance
pupil diameter of 19.6 mm in the same image space as the CGH. Thus, the CGH
diameter of 17.5 mm reduces the usable pupil of the collimating lens and results
in the collimating lens operating at F/4.6. Since the objective and collimating
lenses share the field stop as a common image plane, they share the same
marginal ray and are F-number matched. Thus, the objective lens is also limited
to operation at F-numbers equal to or greater than F/4.6.

Unfortunately,
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throughput is fairly low (1.15e-3 cm^-Steradian) due to the 1.75 mm square field
stop coupled to the F/4.6 objective.
A field lens is not needed for vignetting purposes as a vignetting analysis
of the current system indicates no vignetting occurs over the modest field. A field
lens, hovyever, would enlarge the current FOV. The objective lens operating with
the square field stop, defines a 1.75 degree half angle FOV in the X and Y
directions.
Polarimeter Design
This section on "Polarimeter Design" is restricted to the location and
selection of polarization analyzers implemented in CTISP. The requirements on
the number and type of analyzers as well as the optimum location of the analyzer
wheel are discussed. First, the requirements on the set of analyzers needed to
construct a complete Stokes polarimeter must be determined.
Analyzer set requirements
As mentioned in Chapter 2, a minimum of four instrument configurations is
required in order to calculate a Stokes vector for each voxel. The choice of the
four analyzers must satisfy the criteria listed below in order to be a complete
Stokes polarimeter. This criteria is equivalent to one presented by Chipman^°.
The chosen analyzers must result in a W„ matrix for each voxel that is
nonsingular. If the system is to be a complete spectropolarimeter, this requires
that the rank of W„ be no less than four, which requires that there must be a
non-zero element in each column of W„.
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A more intuitive description of the analyzer selection requirenrients can be
discerned using the Poincar6 sphere^^'^^ description of polarization.

Three of

the four analyzers must have principal eigenpolarizations (corresponding to the
only non-zero eigenvalue) that when plotted on the Poincar6 sphere as vectors
originating from the origin, form an orthogonal triad. For example, VL is the
principle eigenpolarization for a VA. VL's Stokes vector is S= (1,-1,0,0) and is
drawn as a vector from the origin to the intersection of the S, axis with the sphere
surface.

(Normally, Stokes vectors are represented as points on or in the

Poincare sphere, but for this illustration, the vectors form an orthogonal triad in
space more intuitively than points.)

Two other analyzers are chosen whose

eigenpolarizations will form the orthogonal triad of vectors.

This completes the

requirements on the first three analyzers; the fourth analyzer must provide an
eigenvector that is the negative of any of the first three.

The four solid line

vectors corresponding to the four eigenpolarizations are shown in Figure 3.5; the
surface of the Poincar6 sphere is coincident with all vector tips, but is not shown.
Note that analyzer designations corresponding to the four eigenvectors are
shown in the figure; these happen to be the four analyzers currently used.
Relative to one another, the quartet of vectors will always appear as in
Figure 3.5, but they need not be aligned with any Stokes space axis. The quartet
of vectors is now rotated by an angle (f> about the 5, axis to illustrate the effect
on the analyzer set and the advantage of having the quartet aligned with the
Stokes axes.

In this example, only the vector along the 5, axis would be
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unchanged. The resulting eigenvectors after rotation are shown as dotted lines
with arrows. The three rotated eigenvectors are each represented by
appropriate Stokes vector shown in parentheses.

and the

Unfortunately, the set of

required analyzers corresponding to these eigenvectors is now quite complex.
=(1,-sin(<z)),0,cos(^)))
a RCA
S = (1.0.0.1)
RCA

S = (1,-1.0.0)
VA

S« =(1.cos({z)),0,sin(<f)))

=(1,-cos(<z>),0,-sin(<z>))

+45A
Figure 3.5. Poincar6
orthogonality.

sphere

representation

requirement

on

analyzer

Since three have a non-zero ^3 value, these three will require birefringent
elements carefully designed to yield three elliptic analyzers. Interestingly, given
the same starting configuration, only a coordinate rotation about the ^3 axis can
be accommodated without changing optical elements. This rotation corresponds
to simple component rotation of <j) about the optical axis applied to all the linear
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analyzers. Now that the requirements for the analyzers have been defined, the
actual analyzers must be chosen.
Linear analyzer selection
Three similar (same manufacturer model) dichroic polymer linear
polarizers were chosen to be the three linear analyzers: VA, +45A and HA. A
figure of merit for linear polarizers is the extinction ratio, defined as the energy
transmitted for a pair of linear analyzers with principal (maximum transmission)
axes at 90 degrees to one another divided by the energy transmitted by the same
pair with principal axes aligned. The linear analyzers chosen (listed in Appendix
A) have extinction ratios on the order of 10'\ an acceptance angle of greater
than 30 degrees and a clear aperture of 0.7 inches. Calcite prism polarizers
often have extinction ratios of 10'\ but are bulky, expensive and have natural
flaws and restricted acceptance angles. The 10

extinction ratio is more than

sufficient for the purposes of CTISP as this corresponds to about 6 digital counts
in a sixteen bit scale. Other noise and error sources investigated in Chapter 6
are expected to easily exceed this margin.
Waveplate selection
Ideally, the right circular analyzer (RCA) in CTISP would consist of a
waveplate that has a quarter wave of retardance at all wavelengths of interest
coupled to a suitable linear analyzer. The waveplate should precede the linear
analyzer, and the principle axis of the linear polarizer should bisect the angle
between the fast and slow axes of the waveplate.

Because an ordinary
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waveplate is designed for one wavelength, and would exhibit too much
retardance at 440 nm and too little at 740 nm, an achromatic retarder was
chosen to best approximate a quarter waveplate over the spectral range
mentioned. The device's retardance is 0.25A±/l/100 from 460 nm to 655 nm^^.
The retardance is approximately 0.23/1 at 700 nm. The effect of the smaller
retardance on the longest wavelengths of the CTISP spectral range will be
investigated in Chapter 6. Angle of incidence is not a significant concern as long
as it is less than the +/- 5 degree limit specified by the manufacturer. Within this
limit the waveplate's retardance is within A / 350 of the design value^^.
Having noted that the linear analyzer and achromatic waveplate are within
their operational ranges of angles of incidence, attention is turned to potential
aberrations induced by the analyzers as a function of position. Recall that the
aberrations of a plane parallel plate are non-existent in collimated light. For this
reason, it may be prudent to locate the analyzer wheel in collimated space or a
good approximation to it. Examination of the ray trace for CTISP demonstrates
that the collimated space between the collimating lens and CGH has the smallest
chief and marginal ray angles. This suggests placement of the analyzers after the
collimator and in front of the CGH. Based on minimizing the incidence angles,
the space in front of the objective is the only other potentially suitable analyzer
location. This location has a small chief ray angle (1.75 degrees) and very small
marginal ray angle (<0.1 degree, for a 8 meter object distance) and must be
considered also.
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Analyzer Location
One of the earliest issues faced in the polarimeter design is the location of
the analyzer wheel within CTISP.

Specifically, what are the implications of

having the analyzer wheel located in front of the objective compared to having
the analyzer wheel embedded between the collimating lens and the CGH as
previously suggested? The implications of location of the analyzer wheel on the
CTISP mechanical design are discussed briefly, while the implications of the
analyzer wheel location on polarization performance are evaluated in detail.
The mechanical design of CTISP is simplified if the analyzers are placed
in front of the objective rather than embedded within the system. In this case
physical interference of the analyzer wheel with the collimating Jens and the
delicate CGH is avoided. This allows the size and configuration of the analyzer
wheel to be flexible during design. Since the analyzer wheel is visible, its motion
and positioning can be monitored easily.
CTISP's polarization performance as a function of the two proposed
analyzer wheel locations was modeled via computer using Mueller calculus. The
complete program listing is shown in Appendix B.

For the purposes of this

polarization analysis, CTISP has been reduced to two incarnations of a simple
polarimeter as shown in Figure 3.6.

The analysis assumes a polarimeter

operating with monochromatic light and a single field angle. The polarimeter in
the model consists of the analyzer in front of or following the objective and
collimating lenses and a single element detector encompassing the exit pupil of
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the system.

The polarization effects of the objective and coliimating lenses

termed "Polarization perturbation" in Figure 3.6 are reduced to a single Mueller
matrix termed, Mpert • The analyzer is assumed to be perfect and is represented
Single
Element
Detector

Analyzer

I1

Polarization perturbation

Rotating Analyzer
Wheel
j

Analyzer
Polarization perturbation

Analyzer
j

Single
Element
Detector

L_J

\Rotating Analyzer
Wheel
Analyzer

Figure 3.6. Polarimeter models: (1) the analyzer wheel in front of the objective
lens (top) and (2) analyzer wheel after the coliimating lens (bottom).
by M„. The goal of this modeling was to provide a simple but relevant analysis
of both the polarimeter calibration and acquisition for two analyzer wheel
locations, in order to determine which position is superior.
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Two primary sources of polarization error or polarization perturbation,
depolarization and linear diattenuation, are assumed to afflict the objective and
collimating lenses and will be modeled separately. Depolarization arises largely
from scattering in the optical system.

Linear diattenuation arises from

components that act as weak linear polarizers.
It is interesting to note that mathematically, with an infinite SNR, an ideal
polarimeter can reconstruct the Stokes vector exactly in the presence of all
depolarization states except complete depolarization and all linear diattenuations
except total linear diattenuation. Mathematically, when either total depolarization
or total linear diattenuation result the W inverse matrix becomes singular. Thus
to better understand the effects of a more realistic SNR, the model was
evaluated at SNR=100,50 and 20. Examples examining both the "no noise" case
and a case with noise are presented after the relevant equations are presented.
In order to develop statistics on the effect of each analyzer wheel location
on polarization accuracy, the model will be evaluated Ns times, with each trial
indexed by m. Each trial consists of first calibrating the instrument including
noise and polarization perturbation to obtain a

matrix. This procedure is

similar to Chapter 2, but direct measurement of in-adiance is performed instead of
the CTISP reconstruction.

For this reason and to avoid confusion, the /„

notation is not used here. The next step in each trial is to "measure" four known
Stokes vectors by recording the response behind each of the four analyzers and
compare the measured Stokes vectors to the known Stokes vectors. Both the
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polarization perturbation and noise are included in the calibration and
measurement steps. The noise in the calibration is independent of the noise in
the measurement. The (m + l) trial then re-calibrates the instnjment, obtaining a
new

matrix and measuring the same known Stokes vectors, this time

with a new noise component, but the same polarization perturbation. There were
2000 trials, i.e. Ns equaled 2000, for the results shown later in this section.
The first step in the model is to determine the W inverse matrix. Recall,
the polarimeter must record sixteen measurements corresponding to the product
of the four instnjment configurations a and the four calibration illuminating basis
states p. Then the Stokes vector at the detector with basis state p incident on
the polarization perturbing optics and the analyzer a in sequence is:
^{a.PEKT.P) ~

)

Mueller matrices are applied right to left in the order they are encountered
in the system and in general are not commutative. The variables in parentheses
{a, PERT,p)

reiterate the makeup and ordering of the Mueller product resulting in

S(a PERT p) • The first element of the resultant Stokes vector in equation (3.1) is the
zeroth Stokes parameter,

and is one of the four irradiance

measurements collected in configuration a by varying incident state p.
Recalling Chapter 2, the characteristic coefficients
be found:

of the analyzer a can
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a

= B-'

•So*Q(a.PERT,HL) ^ a . H U m )
5,'O(a.PERTyL) •*" *^a.VL.<,m)

(3.2)

S (.a.PERT.*ML)
s,
+ «.

Equation (3.2) is evaluated for the rennaining three analyzers in
succession yielding 16 characteristic coefficients a„,„, for a single trial
noise term

m.

The

is evaluated for each coefficient from analyzer a, resulting in

additive noise for each characteristic coefficient.

The noise is Poisson

distributed and its magnitude is adjusted to achieve a user defined SNR. As in
Chapter 2, the matrix ordering of these 16 characteristic coefficients (now
including noise) is termed the

matrix. With the determination of

' for

trial m, the calibration portion of a single trial is complete.
Next, the modeled polarimeter is tested against four Stokes basis states:
VL, HL, +45L and RCL. Four states are tested to better estimate the effects of
the model. The estimate of Stokes vector
0(

is then:

HA.PERT.P)

0(VA.PERT.P)
^Q{*4SA.PERT.P) •*" ^^SA.PXm)
^O(RCA.PERT.P)

(3.3)

'^RCA.PXm)

The estimate of the other three Stokes vectors p is made to finish the work in
trial m. Equations (3.2) and (3.3) are evaluated for each trial resulting in a single
W.(m), matrix and four estimated Stokes vectors,'
B"' and

p\fn) » for each trial. Note both

are not subscripted with (m) and are unchanged from trial-to-
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trial; indicating that the polarization perturbation is fixed from trial-to-trial.

In

addition, the SNR is fixed from trial-to-trial, but the noise term varies from trial-totrial and for every detector measurement.

Note,

Ns

matrices are

calculated, each corresponding to a different calibration of the polarimeter
including noise. The

matrices will depend on the SNR and the form and

magnitude of the perturbation matrix. Refer to Appendix B for the form of the
depolarization matrix and the linear diattenuation matrix.
The figure of merit used here is the average Stokes parameter error,
averaged over the

Ns

trials for each of the 4=16 Stokes parameters. The error

is the average fractional error noted for any single Stokes parameter from the
four tested Stokes vectors

The average Stokes parameter error is calculated

for several values of SNR, depolarization and linear diattenuation. The average
Stokes parameter error,

<'s defined as:

ERROR

(3.4)

^ERKOR is the average error for a single Stokes parameter. Since there are
four Stokes parameters (5^, /? = 0,1,2,3) and four light states (y0=VL, +45L,HL,
RCL) in the analysis, the average is performed over 16 Stokes parameters,
hence the 16 in the denominator.

is the difference between the
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/nth measurement of the pth Stokes parameter in light state p and the true
value of the /^th Stokes parameter in light state p.
Mathematically, the only difference in the two analyzer wheel locations is
the order of the analyzer and perturbation Mueller matrices in equation (3.1) and
subsequent subscript references.

Calculation of

-M^Mpg.„T will

convince the reader the order is significant and the Stokes parameter error
1
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Figure 3.7. Average Stokes parameter error as a function of depolarization for
the analyzer wheel between the collimating lens and CGH.
depends on both the analyzer and perturbation Mueller matrices. The analysis
was performed for both analyzer wheel locations while varying the SNR and the
linear diattenuation or the depolarization. Graphical results are shown in Figure
3.7 and Figure 3.8, both correspond to the analyzer embedded within the system.
Figure 3.7 illustrates the effect of increasing depolarization (1-dp in Appendix B)
introduced

by

the objective and collimating

lenses for three different
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SNRs. Figure 3.8 represents the effect of increasing linear diattenuation (1-T2)
on this configuration, again for three SNRs.

The linear diattenuation Mueller

matrix includes two principal transmittances, T1 and T2, the primary and
secondary transmittance of the diattenuator. The primary was held at unity while
the secondary varied from 1 to 0.5. A perfect linear polarizer and an ideal lens
have (T1,T2) = (1,0) and (1,1) respectively. The orientation of these axes was
set to 22.5 degrees, but varying the orientation had no effect on the average
Stokes parameter error.
Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 both demonstrate that if the SNR is high, the
Stokes error is independent of the amount of depolarization or linear
diattenuation.

The magnitude and variability of the error (shown by +/- 1
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standard

deviation)

both

increase

as

SNR

decreases

for

increasing

depolarization and linear diattenuation.
Referring now to Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10, corresponding to the case of
the analyzer in front of the objective, it can be noted that the zero perturbation
case (no depolarization or no linear diattenuation) yields identical results for the
two locations of the analyzer wheel. Most importantly, within uncertainty limits,
the error is equivalent and constant for small perturbations of either type for
either analyzer wheel location. Since the perturbations are expected to be <0.1
for real systems, the location of the analyzer wheel has no effect on the
performance of the polarimeter.
If the perturbation happens to be large, the analyzer should be placed in
front of the objective as indicated by Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10. Furthermore,
note that the error in Figure 3.9 is independent of the depolarization. This is
logical as depolarization will not alter the measured signal on the detector; linear
diattenuation will alter the signal (Figure 3.10), but to a lesser degree than when
the analyzer wheel is embedded (Figure 3.8).
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CHAPTER 4 - CALIBRATION FACILITY DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION
Requirements of the Calibration facility
The calibration facility is used to create a point-like source of light having a
user specified wavelength and polarization state and to move the image of this
point source to any position in CTISP's FOV. Equivalently, the calibration facility
is capable of generating an object radiating polarized light whose spatial and
spectral characteristics define a voxel. The calibration facility was developed in
order to experimentally determine the calibration matrix, discussed later, for each
instrument configuration.
Calibration Facility Description
The requirement of the calibration facility is to be able to produce four
polarization basis states at any given wavelength and at any position within
CTISP's FOV. These four basis states were chosen to be vertical linear (VL),
+45 degree linear (+45L), horizontal linear (HL) and right circular polarized light
(RCL). An operational diagram of the facility is shown in Figure 4.1, while a
detailed listing of the calibration facility components is provided in Appendix C.
The calibration facility is under complete computer control.
The complete CTISP calibration facility is shown in Figure 4.2. All facility
components can be seen sharing a common optical rail as a base. The light box,
with removable lid and cooling fan, is located to the far right in Figure 4.2. The
monochromator, mounted on two posts, is visible to the left of the light box, and
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the proximal end of the optical fiber can be seen connected to the
monochromator while the distal end is mounted on the stage. The light box and
X-Y stage
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Figure 4.1.

Operational diagram of CTISP Calibration Facility.

monochromator are stationary during calibration, while the components mounted
on the two translation stages move as a unit to position the fiber image at any
point within CTISP's FOV. The design of the X-Y stage and its operation are
described in Appendix D.

A 12"x12"x3/8" aluminum plate with equispaced

tapped holes serves as a common mounting surface for all moving optical
components.
Figure 4.3 displays a detailed view of the components that move in unison
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Movable portion of
Calibration Facility

Figure 4,2.

CVI Digikrdm 110|
monochrorhariior

light biax^^

Photograph of CTISP Calibration Facility.

on the XY translation stage. Note the orientation of all components is reversed in
comparison to Figure 4.1. The opto-interrupter, used to verify vertical orientation
of the vertical linear polarizer, is visible in Figure 4.3.

Just above the opto-

interrupter note the long, small diameter rod that breaks the beam in the optointerrupter.
Production of quasimonochromatic light
As discussed next, an F/# matched light box and monochromator are used
to produce quasimonochromatic light.
Light box
The calibration light source is a 100 watt tungsten filament with a
rectangular filament winding size of 4.3 by 2.3 mm. The filament long axis is
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\

Detail of portion of CTISP calibration facility subject to X-Y

aligned parallel to the monochromator slit axis and is imaged onto the entrance
slit by a 3 inch diameter F/1 aluminum coated spherical mirror. The F/1 mirror
and a 2:1 conjugate ratio provide F/# matching between the source and
monochromator at the expense of doubling the filament image size at the slit. A
hot mirror with a longwave transmission cut-off of 710nm is located at the output
port of the light box and helps to reduce heat build up in the monochromator.
The light box has a small fan located in the removable lid and air intake holes in
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the bottom.

The box is constructed of %" thicl^ black Plexiglas and, when

referenced to the optic axis, is 12" long, 12" high and 6" wide.

The black

Plexiglas is opaque to visible radiation.
Computer controlled monochromator
Early in the design phase it was known that SA , the spectral separation
between adjacent wavelength bands, would be on the order of 10 to 20nm. It is
instructive to examine the instrument function, or instrument line function, to
determine the requirements on the monochromator and to be able to estimate
the instmmental bandwidth of the monochromator. In addition, the instrumental
bandwidth must be compared to the SZ requirements listed above. Recall from
Goodman^ that the resolving power, iR, of a grating is:
5R = —=A/K

(4.1)

where M is the diffraction order number (1 here) and K is the number of periods
across the grating surface and

is the maximum spectral resolution.

Resolving power can be considered to be the diffraction limit of a perfect
monochromator, hence the
18000

periods,

Unfortunately, to

resulting

D

in

subscript on
0.03nm

SJLi;,.

The grating used here has

maximum

achieve this limit would

require

theoretical
no

resolution.

aberrations and

infinitesimally narrow entrance and exit slits; the instrument would transmit no
light. The "real" instrument function, f(/l), of a monochromator is much broader
than the diffraction limit implies^® and consists of the convolution of many
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contributing terms.

Using notation found in Gaskill^®, the following one

dimensional instrument function can be written:

*sinc

(4.2)

The first two terms represent the entrance and exit slit functions where
are the "spectral" widths of the entrance and exit slits, respectively. The
spectral widths are related to the actual widths using the monochromator's linear
dispersion relation.

The

function represents the diffraction limited

performance of the grating. The last two functions represent the contribution of
aberrations,

and other system dependencies, Ps(yi), in broadening the

instrument function.

In order to better understand the contribution of the

aberrations, the monochromator was modeled in Zemax. The RMS spot size for
X = 590nm was on the order of 220 microns, cleariy not diffraction limited but
significantly smaller than the 1200 micron slit widths used during calibration.
Since bandwidth is of the most interest, P/^)'s contribution to the instrument
function can be justifiably ignored. The other system aberrations are primarily
due to component misalignment and grating fabrication errors^®, which will be
assumed small due to quality control in monochromator fabrication. Thus, for
these purposes, P(A) is reasonably estimated by the convolution of the entrance
and exit slit functions, yielding:
(4.3)
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where the FWHM of the instrument function is

by inspection.

The FWHM is termed SA.^ to distinguish this quantity from SA defining the
separation between wavelength bands. In general,

is a bit larger than SA

to allow overlap of the adjacent triangle functions to provide a more uniform
distribution of spectral energy.
Due to the large number of voxels that must be experimentally produced
and to eliminate human error, the monochromator must be totally computer
controlled. A low cost, F/3.25, 110mm focal length, RS-232 computer controlled
monochromator was procured to serve in this role. The monochromator is a
Czerny-Turner configuration utilizing spherical collimating and reimaging mirrors.
The monochromator uses a stepper motor connected to a dual turret and a look
up table to replace the sine arm drive configuration typical of other instmments.
The stepper motor results in a aigged instrument with a quoted accuracy of +/0.2nm independent of the number of slewing operations. The monochromator
used here has 600 and 1200 grooves/mm gratings installed.

Currently, the

monochromator utilizes the 600 groove/mm grating to achieve a dispersion of 14
nm/mm.

1.2 mm wide entrance and exit slits result in a Al^=16nm FWHM

bandwidth or a total bandwidth of 32nm.

A simple geometric analysis of

overlapping instrument triangle functions separated by dX-2Qnrr\ indicates that
12% of the energy within a voxel actually originates equally from the adjacent
spectral bands. The same geometric analysis indicates the modulation defined
by the difference in maximum and minimum spectral energy for SX =20 is only
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25%. If SA.=32, the spectral energy profile would be a sawtooth pattern; the
modulation would be 100%, and the low spectral energy regions would be
significantly underestimated.
Fiber coupling
A 200 micron core diameter 0.22 NA optical fiber is used to convey light
from the exit slit to the distal end of the fiber. The distal end is mounted on the
translation stage.
The goal of coupling is to maximize throughput and avoid altering the
instrument band pass defined by the entrance and exit slits.

A common

approach to fiber/monochromator coupling is to match the F-number of the fiber
with the F-number of the monochromator while imaging the exit slit onto the fiber.
If the slit image is wider than the core, as it is in this case, then the output "slit" of
the monochromator is effectively the fiber's core, and the instmment function Is
then represented by the convolution of the rectangular entrance slit with the
circular fiber core. If the slit image is minified, a linear increase in the F-number
of light into the fiber occurs, resulting in a quadratic decrease in the amount of
light accepted by the fiber.
To avoid the possibility of the fiber defining the exit slit, coupling lenses
between the exit slit and fiber are positioned so that the fiber is made conjugate
to the re-imaging mirror in the spectrometer. Now the bandwidth is dependent
only on the slit widths. A simple comparison of throughputs of the F number
matching approach and the re-imaging conjugate approach for this application
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indicates the ratio of the throughputs is 0.927, indicating the re-innaging approach
has a slight advantage for this layout.
Production of linearly polarized quasimonochromatic light
Generation of linearly polarized light is accomplished here using a rotating
linear polarizer consisting of a high quality dichroic polarizer mounted in a
stepper motor driven rotation stage.
The vertical position was originally optically verified via use of a reference
polarizer, seen in figures Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, and Malus' law. The light
path during verification is as follows: light emerging from the optical fiber is
collimated, passes through the beam splitter, rotating linear polarizer, the linear
retarder (set to zero retardance) and reflects off the solenoid driven mirror. The
light then passes back through the retarder, rotating polarizer and reflects off the
beamsplitter before encountering the reference linear polarizer and finally
illuminating the silicon detector. Note after verification and during calibration of
CTISP the solenoid driven mirror swings out of the beam path.

During

verification, the signal measured by the detector as a function of the angle, 9,
between the two linear polarization pass axes is simply;
v{e) = v ^ c o s \ e )

(4.4)

Determination of the vertical orientation was performed by recording the
voltage out of the silicon photodiode every four degrees for one full rotation. The
resulting data was plotted as a function of angle and then fit to equation (4.4)
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using linear least squares. The angle at which the maxima of the fitted cosine
squared function occurs then defines the vertical orientation.
In this way the principle axis of the rotating linear polarizer could be
oriented to match the reference linear polarizer.

The repeatability of this

approach was tested and the 3<j confidence limit in correctly orienting the
polarizer to the vertical orientation was found to be +/- 20 arc minutes.
To avoid the time consuming nature of this approach during every
calibration, an optointerrupter was subsequently utilized to provide repeatability
of the reference position without the need to recalibrate using Malus' law.
Specifically, a small rod was connected to the edge of the rotation stage and
made to pass through an optointerrupter exactly when the polarizer reached the
vertical orientation. The +45 degree and horizontal linear orientations were then
located by rotating the exact number of stepper motor steps needed to achieve a
45 and 90 degree rotations respectively.
Calibration Facility Polarization Error
Errors in the polarization states generated by the calibration facility can be
classified into three types: (1) Fresnel reflection induced polarization errors (2)
calibration procedure errors and (3) polarization errors induced by the non-ideal
nature of optical components in the calibration facility. In practice the end result
of these is a complex combination of all three types where each optical
component requires a pupil, field and wavelength dependent polarization
aberration matrix^^; nonetheless, they can be modeled separately. Fresnel errors
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include diattenuation and electromagnetic field relative phase errors which arise
from Fresnel reflection. Calibration procedure errors primarily include alignment
errors (tilts, decenters), errors in the linear polarizer azimuth orientation and
errors in the waveplate retardance and in general encompass any variable in the
calibration facility that the operator controls. Errors introduced by the non-ideal
nature of optical components include non infinite extinction ratios of linear
polarizers, pupil dependencies in the waveplate retardance and depolarization by
scattering.
Fresnel induced polarization errors can only be altered by exchanging
components or adding polarization compensating elements, a challenging task.
On the other hand, polarization calibration errors can be minimized by improved
calibration techniques, and their effect modeled by accounting for the sources of
the errors, estimating their magnitudes and determining their effect on the system
through a detailed uncertainty analysis. Lastly, the non-ideal nature of the optical
components can also be modeled by an uncertainty analysis.
The Fresnel errors can be thought of as the "physics limited" or residual error
for a given setup after implementing the optimum calibration procedure in a
perfect fashion and utilizing the best components available at any cost. Clearly,
if the Fresnel contribution exceeds acceptable limits, at least partial redesign of
the calibration facility is called for. For this reason, the goal of this error analysis
is to determine the contribution of the Fresnel effects.
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Diattenuation originating at an optical interface is due to the differing
magnitudes of the S and P Fresnel reflection coefficients, and is a function of
pupil coordinates, field coordinates and wavelength. For all cases where the field
has components in both the local S and P planes, diattenuation will result. In the
CTISP calibration facility, the chief ray angle defined by the 200 micron fiber is
1.3 milliradians; and for this reason the field

dependence is ignored and

aberrations are calculated for a single on-axis field point.

When linear

polarization is incident, the effect of diattenuation is to rotate the linear
polarization's orientation. This aberration and others are described in detail by
McGuire and Chipman^^, and will not be detailed here.
A modeling analysis utilizing Zemax was performed to examine the
magnitude of the polarization propagation aberrations due to Fresnel effects
assuming components are ideal. The amount of the effect is described by the
departure of a Stokes parameter in the exit pupil from the value of that Stokes
parameter in the entrance pupil, averaged over a rectangular grid of pupil
coordinates. Departure from the expected Stokes vector was defined by a 3 cr
magnitude exceeding 0.01 for any of the Stokes parameters.
This analysis includes quarter wave Magnesium Fluoride coatings, when
present.

Recall that Magnesium Fluoride is a dielectric coating. Recall that

transmission through air/dielectric interfaces does not induce a relative phase
change in the two EM components^®. Thus, no material induced phase changes
in the transmitted wave are expected in the CTISP calibration facility.
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The cumulative effect of these Fresnel effects is calculated via a polarization
ray trace^®'*°.

The polarization pupil function was mapped for the four

illumination basis states /?. The Stokes vectors for a grid of 149 different pupil
positions were calculated and analyzed for overall uniformity by calculating the
mean and standard deviation from the four sets of 149 Stokes parameters.
Attenuation as a function of pupil coordinate is not considered, and all Stokes
vectors are normalized to "1". For this reason there are no statistics on S^. The
results are in Table 4.1
5*0 (defined = 1) 5, ±3cr
5", ± 3 a
Basis State
5*3 ± 3 a
-1.0 +/- 1e-5
0.0 +/- 7e-3
0.0 +/- 2e-3
1.0
VL
+45L
0.0 +/- 1e-5
1.0 +/- 1e-5
0.0 +/- 2e-3
1.0
1.0 +/- 1e-5
0.0 +/- 6e-3
0.0 +/- 2e-3
1.0
HL
0.0 +/- 7e-3
0.0 +/- 7e-3
1.0 +/-2e-5
1.0
RCL
Table 4.1. Modeling analysis of basis state polarization purity averaged across
the pupil.
Based on the data presented in Table 4.1 and the 0.01 criteria on 3 a , it is
evident that errors due to Fresnel effects are not a significant source of the total
polarization error present in the calibration facility. Thus, the "physics limit" of the
current design of the CTISP calibration facility is sufficiently good and the facility
does not require redesign. The remaining error will be assessed in the next
section and in the corresponding section for circularly polarized light.
Verification of linearly polarized quasimonochromatic light
Since the Fresnel contribution to the enror is considered small, remaining
errors are assumed to be due to calibration en^ors and/or the non-ideal character
of the calibration optical elements. The most expedient approach to detennining
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the magnitude of the last two error sources is to empirically determine the error.
To that end, the verification of polarization purity was accomplished using a
rotating linear analyzer polarimeter.

The polarimeter is termed "incomplete"

Stokes polarimeter as it can only measure 3 of the 4 Stokes parameters, in this
case (Sg.S'pS',). The optical portions of the polarimeter (Figure 4.4) were placed
on the rail to the left of the calibration facility (Figure 4.2) in order to receive the
calibration facility output.
The current goal is to characterize the first three Stokes parameters by
measuring the irradiance transmitted by the rotating linear analyzer at a series of
rotation angles, each representing a different instrument configuration a. Recall
equation (2.17) the scalar product relationship between instrument characteristic
coefficients and the incident Stokes vector:
/ = aa ^
S
'a

(4.5)

But now the instrument is incomplete and only measures the first three
components of the Stokes vector; this reduces equation (4.5) to"^^
~ ^a,0^0

(4.6)

^a,2^2

The instrument coefficients for a rotating linear analyzer polarimeter are"*^:

a represents an instrument configuration, but in equation

a is also an integer

ranging from 0 to the total number of angular orientations (instmment
configurations),

. The phase term d<t) accounts for any angular offset of the
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linear polarizer when a=0.
constnjcting

The characteristic nnatrix W, is formed by

rows of the three elements in equation (4.7). The / subscript is

added to the characteristic matrix to distinguish this matrix for an incomplete
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Lens
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Chopper

Amplified silicon detector
(New Focus 2151)
Ithaco 3961B
Lock-In Amplifier

} RS-232
Host PC
(Pentium Pro 200)

Figure 4.4.

RS-232

Aerotech Unidex 1
Stepper Motor
Controller

Incomplete Stokes rotating linear analyzer polarimeter.

polarimeter and from the voxel characterization matrix presented in chapter 2.
Equation (4.6) expanded for
flo]

measurements of /„ yields:
^0.0

^0,1

^0.2

\

•^l.o

= w,
°N,.2 /

<^2y

'^0
<^2y
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Typically,

>10 and the system of equations is overdetermined. Now W, must

be inverted to solve for the Stokes parameters, but W, is not square or unique.
The least squares estimate of the Stokes parameters^® utilizes the pseudoinverse
Wp ' defined as:
w/'=(W'"W)-'W'"

(4.9)

The best estimate of the Stokes parameters in the presence of random noise is
then:
'^0
5, = (W,V'l.

(4.10)

For example, the calibration facility was set to output 600nm light with basis state
= VL. The linear polarimeter estimated the first three Stokes parameters to be
(1,0.975, 0.007), with a degree of linear polarization (DLP) equal to 0.975. Thus,
it appears that the total error in the linear polarization generated by the
calibration facility is on the order of 2 to 3%.
Production of circularly polarized quasimonochromatic light
One of the most challenging task encountered during design of the
calibration facility was the production of circularly polarized light across the
spectral range of CTISP. The goal was to be able to produce right circularly
polarized light at any wavelength within the spectral response of the instmment.
The most straightforward method of creating circularly polarized light is to
position a linear polarizer before a quarter waveplate and orient the linear
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polarizer's pass axis so that it bisects the angle between the fast and slow axes
of the quarter waveplate, then illuminate with quasimonochromatic light.

If,

looking into the beam, the fast axis of the retarder is located counterclockwise
from the polarizer axis, the output will be right circularly polarized light; if the fast
axis is clockwise then left circularly polarized light will be produced. It is not
practical to automate a system with a different quarter wave plate for each
spectral band. A truly achromatic waveplate or a variable quarter waveplate is
the best solution. A computer controlled liquid crystal variable retarder (LCVR)
was acquired in order to achieve the retardance flexibility needed.
Unfortunately, the LCVR's retardance is a function of temperature (-0.4%
per degree C increase) so verification is needed to ensure that the retardance is
truly a quarter wave at the desired wavelength under current lab conditions. It is
not uncommon for lab temperatures to vary between 18 to 30 degrees C yielding
a maximum 5% error on retardance.

A calibration curve provided by the

manufacturer forms the starting estimate for the optical determination of the
retardance. Verification is also performed to ensure departures from the original
calibration do not affect the accuracy of the retardance.
The concept behind the verification of right circularly polarized light at a
given wavelength is shown in Figure 4.5.
The concept behind this technique of optical verification is as follows.
Quasimonochromatic light is output from an optical fiber and is coHimated by an
achromat before passing through a polarization insensitive beam splitter.

The
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Figure 4.5.

CTISP calibration facility circular polarization generation concept,

randomly polarized light is represented by the cluster of arrows (electromagnetic
field components) pointing in many directions; its propagation direction is
indicated by the arrow parallel to the main optical axis.

The rotating linear

polarizer on the same optical axis is oriented vertically for circular polarization
generation.

The vertically polarized light exiting the polarizer can be

decomposed into two equal magnitude orthogonal components (shown just after
the linear polarizer) oriented with the fast and slow axes of the LCVR.

The

quarter wave phase shift and the resulting right circularly polarized light is seen in
the field component diagram just after the LCVR. The Fresnel reflection from the
flip mirror causes the two field components to be phase shifted by a half wave.
The reflection converts right circularly polarized light into left circularly polarized
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light (field component illustration closest to the mirror and travelling back toward
fiber).

When the left circular light passes through the LCVR, an additional

quarter wave of retardance is imparted to the beam resulting in horizontal linearly
polarized light. The horizontal linearly polarized light (shown resolved into LCVR
components and travelling toward fiber) will now be fully extinguished (dot with
no vectors) by the vertical linear polarizer. In this way a minimum in detector
output is seen when the LCVR achieves "true" quarter wave retardance; all other
LCVR voltages in the testing range result in a residual ellipticity in the beam
passing back through the linear polarizer whose minor axis component will not be
blocked by the linear polarizer. This clearly will result in a signal that increases in
direct proportion to the degree of ellipticity in the circularly polarized beam. The
polarization states generated as a function of LCVR drive voltage are analyzed in
detail in Appendix E.
In practice, the monochromator is set to the desired center wavelength. A
predicted voltage for the LCVR quarter wave condition is calculated. A range of
voltages centered on the predicted voltage is stepped through while the output of
the photodiode is monitored. The plot of photodiode output against voltage input
to the LCVR is approximately parabolic over the range tested. The parabola is
fitted via a least squares estimate, and the parabolic minimum then corresponds
to the optically determined quarter wave condition.
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Verification of circularly polarized quasimonochromatic light
This procedure works quite well in practice, but further verification at a few
discrete wavelengths is provided by verifying that the optical output behind a
quasimonochromatic left circular analyzer approaches zero at the voltage verified
above.

This procedure is checked at two wavelengths within the instmnnent

spectral range (488nm, 670nnn). Recalling that;
^0 ~ ^HA

^VA ~ ^^ASA

^-ASA ~ ^RCA

^LCA

(4.11)

Where each / is a detector reading acquired behind the stated analyzer. Noting
the definition of S-^, S^ = I^^a - hcA -

^sing equation (4.11) results in:
(4.12)

and the degree of circular polarization, DCP is:
=

(4.13)
^0

^0

Evaluating equation (4.13) for both the 488 and 670nm cases, the degree
of circular polarization is measured to be 0.993 and 0.996, respectively. These
measurements give an indication that the degree of circular polarization created
by the calibration facility is quite high, and there is no reason to believe the DCP
should

be

significantly

lower

at

other

wavelengths

of

interest.
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CHAPTER 5 - CTISP OPERATION
A collection of "C" programs has been written to operate the CTISP
calibration facility and to acquire data. This chapter is devoted to describing the
interrelation of these programs and the order in which they are used.
Operational flow chart
CTISP operation consists of CTISP calibration, data acquisition and data
reduction.

A flow chart indicating the interrelation of computer programs

(rectangles) and the data products of these programs (text adjacent to arrows) is
shown in Figure 5.1.

For clarity in the later text, program names are in

parentheses. The left and right columns in the figure represent the data
acquisition and calibration processes, respectively. The calibration process is
discussed next.
Calibration and Calibration Utility Program Descriptions
Two programs have been created to control the CTISP calibration facility.
(cal_utility) was developed to allow the user complete control over a wide array of
variables present in the calibration facility, while (cal3) systematically generates
polarized voxel objects and records their response behind the array of analyzers
to obtain the calibration matrices.
Calibration Utility Program
(cal_utility) was created in order to have complete user control over any
computer-controlled aspect of the calibration facility.
(cal_utility) is shown in Figure 5.2.

The dialog box for
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"inv" file
(W,-' file)l

W inverse
calculation
(calc_winv)

"log" file (text format
data output)

Flow chart of CTISP programs and data products.

The user must first select, via checkboxes, which equipment items must be
setup. The monochromator and camera setup checkboxes must be selected in
order to initialize the respective devices. The linear polarization checkbox must
be selected when polarization basis states are to be generated; this orients the
rotating linear polarizer in the vertical position via the Malus law approach. The
circular polarization checkbox initializes the LCVR, and must be selected to be
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able to create circular polarization.

Selecting the "XY Positioning" checkbox
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Figure 5.2.

Dialog box for calibration utility proram (cal_utility).

instructs the system to setup the "X" and "Y" direction stepper motors and to
calibrate the "X" and "Y" movement rates.

After the user has checked the

desired boxes, the setup button is clicked to initiate setup of the chosen items.
After setup, all other areas of the dialog box are then active. For instance,
to determine the zeroth order diffraction centroid (ZODC) of a single voxel in FPA
coordinates, the user clicks the "calculate position" button; an exposure is
acquired, the ZODC is calculated and displayed in the "X" and "Y" output boxes.
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To move the ZODC to a given X,Y position, the positions are entered in
the "Xpos" and "Ypos" input boxes, and then the user clicks "Go To Position".
Once a "Go To Position" has been performed, any subsequent click of the
"Calculate Position" button causes the "DX" and "DY" output boxes to be updated
with the X,Y difference between the current ZODC, displayed in the "X" and "Y"
output boxes, and the ZODC listed in the "Xpos", "Ypos" input boxes.
If the user desires to recalibrate the movement in either the X or Y
direction, clicking the "Calibrate X Movement" and/or "Calibrate Y Movement"
buttons will perform the task and indicate the movement rates in stepper motor
steps per FPA pixel.

Due to the absolute position dependency of the "Y"

direction move rate, this calibration for the "Y" direction is for the local "Y" region,
and may lead to oscillation in the positioning algorithm if used elsewhere. For
this reason if the user requests a large move in the "Y" direction, "Calibrate Y
Movement" should be executed again to obtain an accurate move rate.
Clicking on the "Go To Wavelength" button causes the monochromator to
slew to the wavelength listed in the input box below the button.
The "Set Pol Filter Position" button should be renamed to "Choose
Analyzer", since this is what it does. The first time this button is clicked after
starting the program, the stepper is instructed to find "home" using the
optointerrupter. After finding "home" the analyzer wheel is then rotated to the
desired analyzer; subsequent clicks on this button cause the wheel to rotate to
the requested analyzer using relative coordinates instead of first finding "home"
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again. Available selections in the "Pol filter" pull down menu include; "no filter",
circular (RCA), vertical (VA), +45 (+45A), horizontal (HA), and "go home ". The
"no filter" selection rotates the analyzer wheel to the open aperture.
When the "Auto Exposure" button is clicked, an exposure is acquired at
the exposure time listed in the "Exp Time" input/output box, and the exposure is
scaled to provide a FPA maximum signal that is 80% of full scale. This new
exposure time is then written to the "Exp Time" input/output box. Alternatively, a
user defined exposure time can be entered in the "Exp Time" input/output box
and stored by clicking the "Set Exposure" button.
Four buttons, "Calculate Position", "Calibrate X Movement", Calibrate Y
Movement" and "Auto Exposure" cause an image to be acquired by the FPA.
The minimum, maximum and mean statistics of the most recent image acquired
are displayed in the "Min", "Max" and "Mean" output boxes.
The "Pol State" pull down menu at the top right of the dialog box, provides
a choice of "circular" (RCL), vertical (VL), horizontal (HL) or 45 degrees (+45L)
light states to be output by the calibration facility. Clicking the "Set Polarization
State" button causes the rotating linear polarizer to have the vertical position
verified using the optointerrupter on the breadboard (see Figure 4.3). If "circular"
is chosen, the optical verification of RCL using the solenoid driven mirror and
LCVR is initiated once the "Set Polarization State" button is clicked. If any other
state is selected (all other states are linear states), the retardance is set to zero.
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and the rotating linear polarizer is rotated to achieve the desired linear
polarization after clicking "Set Polarization State".
Direct control of the waveplate is afforded by inputting a LCVR drive
voltage in the "Voltage" input box and then clicking "Set Waveplate Voltage".
In some cases, the user may want to actuate either the "X" or "Y" stepper
motors without requiring the optical feedback utilized in the "Go To Position"
procedure. A good example of this is when the fiber image is no longer within
the FOV; the "Go To Position" routine will not work as it relies on being able to
find the ZODC. The user can then actuate the stepper motors in the desired
fashion to move the ZODC within the FOV. This is done by entering the number
of stepper motor steps in either the "X steps" or "Y steps" input boxes and
clicking on the "Move Fiber" button.
The "Save Image" button allows the user to save to disk the image most
recently acquired by any of the procedures in (cal_utility).
The output buffer area at the bottom of the dialog box provides a
continuous record of the actions that have been requested and performed by
(cal_utility).
This program is extremely valuable in the daily operation of the calibration
facility and in verifying fiber position in the FOV, alignment, signal levels, etc.
before an actual full calibration is performed. The software that performs the full
calibration is discussed next.
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Calibration Program
In order to deternnineW, for voxel «, 16 diffraction innages,

, one for

each combination of instrument configuration a and polarization basis state /?
must be acquired. The number of calibration images required to assemble each
H„ is l J

\ there are four H^'s that must be determined resulting in a total

of

diffraction images. For the parameters previously mentioned 33

I-J-K A-A

* 33 *16*4*4 = 278,784

vectors must be acquired.

Currently the

polarization creation and image acquisition time takes just 15 seconds per

,

but based on this the total calibration time for all voxels would be 48 days!
Furthermore, each of these images at full resolution is 1024 X 1024 X 16 bits,
resulting in a total storage requirement of more than 580 GB for all voxels.
In the quest to reduce the time and storage requirements of the
calibration, the FOV location linear shift invariance of the diffraction images was
investigated. The scalar product of a diffraction image of a voxel in the center of
the FOV and a diffraction image of a voxel in the corner of the FOV was
calculated and found to be 0.996.

The near unity magnitude of the scalar

product indicates the diffraction images are shift invariant. Utilizing the linear
shift invariant nature of these diffraction images allows acquisition of the full
range of spectral and polarization states at only one spatial location in the FOV.
Then, the data is shifted to other locations during reconstruction. This reduces
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the calibration tinne down to 72 minutes and cuts the maximum required storage
to 537 Mbytes.
Further data reduction is implemented as many of the pixel values are
near zero and will have a negligible impact on the reconstruction of the object
cube and calculation of Stokes vectors. Therefore, all data below a user-defined
threshold are set to zero and only nonzero values are stored in the output file.
As a result of these measures, the size of a complete calibration file is typically
less than 10 MB.
Acquisition of the calibration images

is performed in an automated

fashion by a program called (cal3). The dialog box for (calS) is shown in Figure
5.3. The user selects any one or all of the analyzers a, any one or all of the
polarization states

p, the voxel spectral separation

wavelength, the number of wavelengths

K,

5X, the minimum

an initial exposure time, a starting

spatial location, and an output file name. In order to calculate complete Stokes
vectors under current procedures, all analyzers and all polarization states must
be selected. Once these parameters have been selected, the procedure is
started by clicking the "Perform Calibration" button. The center portion of the
dialog box contains 15 status box indicators that tell the user the current fiber
image centroid position, polarization basis state p, wavelength, image statistics,
exposure time, move rates, curent exposure number, total exposures to be
acquired and waveplate voltage. The bottom of the dialog box displays an output
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buffer, which is continuously updated with calibration procedure actions as they
occur. This buffer Is logged to an output file for later reference If needed.

Figure 5.3.

Dialog box for Calibration program (cal3).

The first tasks of the program are to establish communication with CTISP
and the calibration facility instaimentation and to perform initialization. The
CTISP analyzer wheel rotates via a stepper motor to a home position defined by
an opto-interrupter, and then the open aperture is rotated in front of the objective
lens. The rotating linear polarizer In the calibration facility is rotated by a stepper
motor to a position, defined by an opto-interrupter, that produces vertical linear
polarization. The waveplate voltage is set to 5 volts which results in zero
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retardance. Next, the monochrometer is set to output light at a wavelength in the
middle of the range of wavelengths specified by the user and an image of the
fiber is acquired. This image is used to adjust the exposure time and then
another image is acquired. This image is used to calculate the location of the
center of the fiber image on the CCD array. The calibration facility Is moved in
the "X" direction to calibrate the "X" direction rate of movement, and then the
facility is moved to four different "Y" locations in the FOV to calculate the "Y"
dependent rate of movement. Then the calibration facility is moved to the userdefined position where all calibration images will be acquired. The final step
before acquiring the calibration images is to calculate and store appropriate
exposure times for each wavelength to maximize the dynamic range of
subsequent images without producing saturation.
The acquisition of calibration images begins with the analyzer wheel in the
open aperture position, the monochrometer set to the shortest wavelength
specified, and the calibration facility set to produce RCL. RCL is set by adjusting
the rotating linear polarizer to vertical and by optimizing the waveplate voltage as
described in the "Production of circularly polarized quasimonochromatic light"
section in Chapter 4.
An image is acquired with these settings. The mean and standard
deviation are calculated for an area of the CCD that is not illuminated by the
calibration facility to get a measure of the background signal present during
acquisition of the image. The background mean is subtracted from all pixels in
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the image, and all values below the background mean plus three standard
deviations are set to zero. The nonzero pixels are then written to the output file.
Next, the waveplate retardance is set to zero resulting in VL out of the calibration
facility, and another image is acquired, background subtracted, thresholded, and
stored. The retardance is kept at zero while the rotating linear polarizer moves to
+45 degrees defining +45L. An image is acquired, and lastly the rotating linear
polarizer moves to horizontal and an image acquired.
Next, the monochrometer wavelength is increased by Aland images are
acquired with the polarizer set to each of the four polarization basis states. When
this has been done K times, the analyzer wheel is rotated to the right circular
analyzer position and images are acquired with the polarizer set to each of the
four polarization states at each wavelength. This process is then repeated with
the analyzer wheel rotated to the vertical linear analyzer, +45 linear analyzer,
and horizontal linear analyzer in succession.
Calibration Binning Program
The calibration images are binned by a program called (cal_bin) (dialog
box in Figure 5.4) to reduce computation time. The user specifies a calibration
file acquired with (cal3) and an output file name. The user must also specify the
X binning window size, the Y binning window size and a binning threshold.
Binning is performed when the "Go" button is clicked. Each "pixel" value in the
output binned calibration images is the average of the intensity values in a
binning window in the corresponding original calibration image. Any bin with an
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average value less than the threshold is set to zero in the output. Currently, most
images are binned with X binning and Y binning parameters set to "3".

An

update buffer feature is included in this program to display program progress.

C;\clisp\da<a\uxoM 0_15_43(fto770.cal
C:\ctisp\data\uxo\10_15_430<o770.bcl

Figure 5.4.

Dialog box for calibration file binning program (cal_bin).

W Inverse program
The voxel polarimetric characteristic matrices, W„, and their inverses,
W/', that characterize the polarimetric response of CTISP to each voxel are
calculated from the calibration data by a program called (calc_winv), shown in
Figure 5.5 below. Recall that there are N W, matrices since there are N voxels.
This program determines W, as shown in the voxel polarimetric calibration
section of Chapter 2.

The user must specify a calibration file, acquired with

(cal3) and binned with (cal_bin), and an output file. The parameters that may be
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set are the X and Y resolution, the maximum tolerance, and the maximum
number of iterations. The X and Y resolution are currently always set to 1
because the calibration images are acquired at only one spatial location. The
calculations begin when the user clicks the "Go" button.

|C;\clijp\da(a\uKoU0_15_430lo770.»iv

IC \clap\dalaVuxoM 0_1S_430lo770.bd

lo-OOSi

Figure 5.5.

Dialog box for W inverse calculation (calc_winv).

Each polarimetric characteristic matrix is inverted and the result is stored to the
output file for later use in the calculation of Stokes vectors from CTISP images.
At this point, the calibration of the instrument is complete and image acquisition
can be performed.
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Data acquisition and reduction
Image Acquisition
Data acquisition begins by running a program termed (acquire_image).
The operator input screen or dialog box is shown in Figure 5.6 below.

Figure 5.6.

Dialog box of (acquirejmage).

There are three simple inputs to the program. The user must enter the file
name where the acquired image data will be stored. The exposure time is set to
the desired (and common) value for each of the five exposures via the exposure
input box. The CCD temperature is set to the desired set point in degrees Kelvin.
The "acquire" button is clicked and the automated process begins.
The next procedure is to acquire an image, but first a brief discussion of
diffraction images is in order. Since the grating used has a constant diffraction
efficiency over its 25 orders, diffraction images of broadband objects have bright
zeroth order pattems and much darker higher order patterns. To obtain a strong
signal from the 24 higher orders, the zeroth order is allowed to saturate and is
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therefore discarded. If the zeroth order is to be retained, the exposure setting
must be reduced accordingly, and 24 of the 25 orders are effectively
underexposed.
First, the analyzer wheel rotates via the pc computer controlled stepper
motor to a home position defined by an opto-interrupter. After home is found, the
stepper motor rotates the analyzer wheel so that the open aperture is in front of
the objective lens. An image is acquired and image statistics, neglecting the
zeroth order portion of the image, are displayed in the three output boxes at the
bottom right of Figure 5.6 Next, the image is thresholded and stored to disk.
The analyzer wheel is then rotated to the RCA in the same manner, and
an image is acquired, thresholded and stored. The VA, +45A and HA are rotated
into place and data acquired in exactly the same manner. In total five images are
acquired, thresholded and stored.
If any part other than the zeroth order, of any of the five images is
saturated during the exposure, the user is prompted to continue or abort data
collection. A message box indicates completion of the (acquirejmage) program,
image Binning
After the five images are acquired, using (acquirejmage) they must be
binned using the program called (img_bin) (dialog box in Figure 5.7).

The

binning should be set to match the binning of the calibration file the user intends
to use in reconstruction. The user must provide the names of an image file
acquired with (acquirejmage), a calibration file acquired with (cal3), and an
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output file. The user also selects an X binning window size and a Y binning
window size. The program produces a new file consisting of five images in which
each pixel value is the average of the pixel values in a binning widow in the
corresponding original image. Information in the header of the calibration file is
used to ensure that the centers of the binning windows used for the image will
match those used for the calibration file.
•* ' imq bin

CActi$p\data\uxo\uxo10.ctp

CAclisp\dcjta\uxoM 0_15_430to770.cal

C:\cti$p\data\uxo\uxo10.bct

Figure 5.7.

Dialog box of (img_bin).

Calculation of Stokes Vectors
A CTISP calibration file contains calibration data collected through four
different analyzers: HA, VA, +45A, and RCA. The data acquired with these four
analyzers represent four separate
and

matrices designated as

respectively. A binned CTISP image file contains binned versions of

images gy^,

, and

. (calc_stokes), whose dialog box is shown in

Figure 5.8, perfomris a reconstnjction using each of these binned images and its
corresponding binned H„ matrix. When these reconstructions are completed, the
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values obtained are combined to form the 4X1 vector, /„ , for each voxel. The
set of W„'' matrices is provided by (calc_winv), and the Stokes vector for each
voxel is then calculated by equation (2.36), repeated here for convenience.

s„ = w„-7„

(5.1)

Input files required by this program include an image file acquired with
(acquirejmage) and binned with (img_bin), a calibration file acquired with (cal3)
and binned with (cal_bin), and a W inverse file which is calculated from the
calibration file by the program (calc_winv).
parameters to be set by the user.

(calc_stokes) also requires four

These are X resolution, Y resolution,

maximum tolerance, and maximum iterations.

Figure 5.8. Dialog box for program that calculates Stokes object cubes
(calc_stokes).
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The X and Y resolutions are simply the number of binned resolution
elements in the FOV. In the dialog box example there are 108 FPA pixels in the
FOV, and "X binning" and "Y binning" in both (img_bin) and (cal_bin) are set to 3
yielding 108/3=36 binned resolution elements.
The tolerance,

is defined as the voxel averaged iteration-to-iteration

difference in the reconstruction result for a given g„ at which the EM algorithm is
asked to quit. The change in /„ from the previous iteration is defined as:

4/,'" =

(5.2)

When this value goes below a user-defined tolerance or when the maximum
number of iterations (10) has been completed, no more iterations are performed
for that reconstruction.
The calibration matrix parameters are shown in the right of the dialog box
(Figure 5.8). These values are extracted directly from the calibration file and are
displayed to ensure the correct calibration file is being implemented for the given
image file.
The program produces two output files. One of these, which is input in the
dialog box, is a targa format image file which will contain a mosaic of Stokes
parameter images upon program completion. The mosaic has 4 image columns
and a number of image rows equal to the number of spectral bands or "Wave
Steps". Each of the four image columns within an image row corresponds to a
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different Stokes parameter. Examples of these image mosaics will be shown in
the next chapter. In this way, an estimate of all of the data contained in the four
Stokes object cubes is presented.

If the images from a single column are

"stacked", a Stokes object cube for that Stokes parameter results.
The other output file, which is created with the same name but a different
extension (.log), records the results of each reconstruction and the Stokes vector
calculations in decimal format. When the files and parameters are specified, the
user

clicks

the

"Go"

button

to

begin

the

calculations.
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CHAPTER 6 - RESULTS AND ERROR ANALYSIS
Results
The Stokes vector reconstructions of computer generated (synthetic) and
real objects are presented first in this chapter. Next, an error analysis, including
a signal-to-noise analysis, is then perfonned with the intent of exploring the
causes of error in the Stokes vector reconstruction results. Lastly, a technique is
proposed that offers a further refinement of the Stokes vector estimates; this
approach is illustrated by example.
Synthetic object reconstructions
In the early stages of development, CTISP was first calibrated at two
wavelengths, 530nm and 630nm with a 12x12 spatial FOV resolution. The first
test used an object extracted from the H matrices to verify correct instrument
operation. A single 630nm horizontally polarized voxel was chosen as the test
object. The four diffraction images, one from each of
extracted to fomn /„ for this voxel.

were

Since there was no spatial or spectral

complexity to the object, and the object was extracted from the calibration file,
the algorithm should perfectly reconstnjct the object's spatial, spectral and
polarization character. The result Is shown in the image mosaic in Figure 6.1.
This type of image mosaic will be presented quite often through this
chapter. Each row corresponds to a spectral band; here there are only two. The
first four columns of images are spatial (FOV) maps of the four Stokes
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parameters at each wavelength. From left to right, the next three image columns
indicate the degree of polarization (DOP), the degree of linear polarization (DLP)
and the degree of circular polarization (DCP), defined in the equations numbered
(6.1), (6.2), and (6.3) below.

DOP„ =

+ s , „ ' + s ,J
^
^O.n

(6.1)

DLP„ ^ (6.2)
^0,n
DCP..

Since

(6.3)

is always positive, it varies from 5o=0=black to 5o=1=white.

Stokes parameters S,,52,5*3 are bipolar, and "0" is set to a grey value. A brighter
than grey appearance in columns two through four (S,,5,,S3) indicates a positive
value, while a darker than grey appearance corresponds to a negative value.
Image columns 5,6, and 7 (DOP,DLP,DCP) have been chosen to vary from
0=black to 1=white since these quantities are always positive.
The object has spectral content at 630nm and not at 530nm; therefore, a
bright square is seen at the desired location in the lower left image (5o,630nm).
Based on this figure one is able to verify the Stokes vector of the object is
[1,1,0,0]. This was verified to an accuracy on the order of 0.01% (0.0001) for all
four Stokes parameters for this simple case.

Thus, the technique works as

predicted for a single voxel object, and the agreement with the known Stokes
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vector is excellent.

The DOP and DLP both equal one as desired; DCP is

expectedly zero.
So

S,

5,

^3

DOP

DLP

DCP

530nm
630nnn
Figure 6.1. Reconstructed Stokes image mosaic of a synthetic object, a single
voxel extracted from H.
An example of a synthetic object with polarimetric complexity, but no
spectral complexity is shown in Figure 6.2. Here 16 equispaced polarized voxels
with A =630nm were extracted forming a 4x4 grid. The polarization of each voxel
was chosen to cycle through the four basis states /?.

The first row has

polarization states VL,HL,+45L, and RCL, while each subsequent row has the
pattern reversed from the prior row. The intermediate voxels had no content.
CTISP is able to successfully reconstruct the connect polarization in each case.
5o

Si

S^

Sj

DOP

DLP

DCP

530nm
630nm

Figure 6.2. Reconstructed Stokes image mosaic of a synthetic object,
voxels extracted from H.

16

The accurate reconstruction results evident in these early synthetic
objects indicated that CTISP should be tested against more spatially, spectrally
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and polarimetrically complex objects. An appropriate simulated object consisting
of overlapping sine waves in the FOV was computer generated. The diffraction
pattern shown below (Figure 6.3) is the diffraction pattem of the object utilizing

1. •'I

Figure 6.3.

Diffraction image of complex sine wave target.

no analyzer in the beam. Recall, the center order in the pattern is the zeroth
diffraction order and gives an accurate depiction of the object's appearance as it
would be seen in "black and white".

It is difficult to determine the object's
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component character by viewing the zeroth order alone, but the object consists of
the spatial superposition of 16 sine wave shaped objects. The first spatial sine
wave has a single period across the FOV and has a small "amplitude" in the
vertical direction, and radiates 440nm right circularly polarized light. The next
component is superimposed directly on top of the first and steps up in
wavelength to 460 nm. This second sine wave has a single period, a slightly
larger "amplitude", and radiates vertically polarized light. A detailed description
Object
Wavelength "Amplitude" (fraction
(nm)
component
of FOV in vertical
("k"=16
total (^/l=20nm) direction)
wavelengths)
440
1/8
1
460
2/8
2
480
3/8
3
500
4/8
4
520
1/8
5
540
2/8
6
560
3/8
7
580
4/8
8
600
1/8
9
620
2/8
10
640
3/8
11
660
4/8
12
680
1/8
13
700
2/8
14
720
3/8
15
740
4/8
16
Table 6.1.
Component exitance characteristics in the
object (Figure 6.3).

# of periods
across FOV

P

1
RCL
1
VL
+45L
1
1
HL
2
RCL
2
VL
+45L
2
2
HL
3
RCL
3
VL
+45L
3
3
HL
4
RCL
4
VL
+45L
4
4
HL
superposition sine wave

of the character of each of the spatially overiapping components is contained in
Table 6.1 above.
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Figure 6.4 is arguably the most important figure in the dissertation as it
demonstrates that CTISP can successfully reconstnjct complex object's with
superimposed

spatial, spectral and polarimetric character.

Each

row

corresponds to a different wavelength band starting with 440 nm and increasing
in wavelength with A/l=20nm. The Stokes vector for a given voxel, S„, is
constructed by extracting image values from the same x,y location from the first
four images in a given row. In addition, referring back to Figure 1.9, each image
represents a horizontal (A =constant) planar structure within the corresponding
estimated Stokes object cube.
Compare the reconstnjction result in Figure 6.4 of the complex object to
the actual object content as defined in Table 6.1. It is imperative to remember
that the CTISP reconstruction algorithm has no prior knowledge of the spatial,
spectral or polarization content of the object. An example of the correlation can
be seen by looking at the first image row in Figure 6.4 and the first data row in
Table 6.1. Note the spatial amplitude is approximately 1/8"^ of the FOV, and the
Stokes vector for all voxels comprising the sine wave is generally (1,0,0,1).
Thus, the sine image is seen in the first and fourth columns. Referring again to
the 440nm row of images, the degree of polarization is 1 as indicated by the
bright sine wave in the fifth column, and the lack of presence in the sixth column
is logical due to the lack of a linear component to the light. Lastly, the sine
appears brightly in the last column indicating a strong circular polarization
component.
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Sq

5, S2 ^3 DOP.DLP.DCP

nm

nm
nm
nm
nm
nm
nm
nm
nm
nm

Figure 6.4. Image mosaic corresponding to the reconstruction of a spatially,
spectrally and polarimetrically complex sine wave object.
Real Object Examples
Several examples of real, rather than synthetic, object image mosaics are
presented in this section. The spectral range for each is 440nm to 740nm with
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Figure 6.5. Image mosaic representation of Stokes data cubes. Objects are
two mortars as shown at right.
AA =20nm. The first of these is Figure 6.5 and is the image of two small mortars
on a black background; solar illumination was used. The upper left mortar has a
red body with white fins, while the larger mortar to the right has a green body with
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aluminum fins. Note how the red component in the red mortar increases at
longer wavelengths and how the white fin is bright throughout.

Figure 6.6. (left image mosaic) Linear polarizer in vertical orientation and left
circular polarizer; (right image mosaic) green paper on a black background;
image taken through a vertical polarizer.
The left image mosaic in Figure 6.6 is polarimetrically interesting, and is of
a dim backlit scene (not visible) with a round shaped linear polarizer in the top
right of the FOV and a inexpensive square shaped left circular polarizer in the
bottom of the FOV and shifted slightly to the left. Note the vertical polarizer is
manifest as a dark circle in the S^ images and a bright circle in the DOP and DLP
images. The left circular polarizer is easily seen in the

images as a dark
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square and again in the DCP images as a bright square. Both polarizers are
seen in the DOP image.
The right image mosaic in Figure 6.6 is of a green paper square
illuminated by sunlight outdoors. The entire scene was viewed through a vertical
linear polarizer; therefore, all voxels should have Stokes parameters 51,52,53 =
(-1,0,0). In this image, output was written to the 5, through DCP images if the
corresponding

voxel value exceeded a threshold. If thresholding is not done,

the ratioed images (DOP,DLP and DCP) often exhibit the negative effects that
result when noise is divided by noise.
Error Analysis
This section begins with an analysis of the signal-to-noise of CTISP with
emphasis on comparison to CTIS.

Next, a comparison of a CTISP derived

spectmm with a spectrum obtained from a reference spectrometer is presented.
The total error is then investigated and defined as originating from a combination
of reconstruction enror and polarimeter error.

Lastly, an object dependent

technique is shown to reduce polarization errors.
Signal-to-Noise Analysis
In this section a signal-to-noise analysis is presented that characterizes
the signal-to-noise for a single voxel. This analysis is purposefully similar to one
by Volin'^^ for CTIS.
Several assumptions need to be made; first, the noise in the calibration
images is assumed small due to averaging and is assumed small with respect to
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the noise in the acquired images. The photon spectral radiance in the field stop,
Lp,, due to the wth single voxel is assumed to be approximated by the product
of the total photon spectral radiance in the field stop, Z,p^, and the spectral
bandwidth of a single voxel, S A , where the spectral bandwidth is assumed
constant for all voxels. It is assumed that no optics other than the analyzers
exhibit any diattenuation. The limiting aperture stop of CTISP is considered to be
the pupil of the collimating lens as viewed from the CGH, i.e. the traditional
entrance pupil of the collimating lens. Lastly, it is assumed that the energy into
ail diffraction orders is equivalent when averaged over the four different analyzer
diffraction images.
It is further noted that each of the

diffraction orders is an independent

estimate of the voxel and the signal per order will be viewed as the weighted
average of each of these estimates, where the weights are assumed to be
uniform in keeping with the diffraction efficiencies of the CGH.
With these assumptions, the average signal in electrons, # e „ , on the FPA
in a single order due to the nth single voxel object for a single FPA frame with no
analyzers in front of CTISP (the CTIS case) is:

"'^n.cns —
where

It
r,n
7)1^ DET^
1
m
_4(F/#fin,

(6.4)

is the average quantum efficiency over the n th voxel's spectral range,

A - is the area of the voxel image on the detector (FPA), t is the integration
det
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time for a single FPA frame, m is the magnification ratio between the field stop
and FPA,

is the average transmission of the system over the nth voxel's

spectral range, and F/# is the f-number of the collimating lens.
Since CTISP must acquire four exposures to estimate the Stokes vector
for a single voxel, the summation of the four exposures is viewed as the total
CTISP signal. Furthermore, since each exposure is acquired behind a different
analyzer L„ is a function of the analyzer and of the voxel's Stokes vector.
At this point two further simplifications are made; all analyzers are
assumed to be perfect, and the object is assumed to be a lambertian radiator.
Specifically, in the case of linear analyzers T1=1,T2=0 (see definition of
diattenuation in glossary), and the RCA is assumed to have no diattenuation and
to have the same ideal performance over CTISP's spectral range. With this in
mind, the radiance (now in watts per square centimeter per steradian per micron)
in the field stop

due to the nth voxel being viewed through analyzer a is:

(6.5)
is the Mueller matrix for analyzer a, and S„ is the Stokes vector of the nth
voxel and has units of spectral exitance (watts per centimeter squared per
micron). The "0" subscript of the Mueller calculus product indicates that only the
zeroth element of the resultant Stokes vector, i.e. the output beam's exitance is
used in the equation. For example, the radiance in the field stop using the VA is:
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(6.6)

In

Recalling that the four exposures are to be summed, the sum of the four total
radiances

in

the

field

stop,

using

the

appropriate

Mueller

matrices

(HA,VA,+45A,RCA) is:
L„ =

+^+'^3.
In

(g 7)

Noting that the radiance CTIS measures is an estimate of the total radiance, and
is equivalent to the zeroth Stokes parameter exitance divided by pi steradians:
^CT/S.n ~

(6-8)

n

equation (6.7) can be rewritten:

In

(6.9)

This result agrees with intuition about the four analyzer's effects on the total
signal. For instance, if the voxel is vertically polarized, then ideally, the VA will
pass all of Lc„5,„ , the HA none, the +45A /a of

„ and the RCA >2 of Lc„s,„ for

a total summed radiance of 2Lcr„. Thus, due to the absorption losses that
serve to discriminate polarization, exactly half of the signal is lost in the case of
vertically polarized light, when compared to four CTIS FPA frames i^L^sn)Note equation (6.9) is specific to the set of analyzers used. Converting equation
(6.9) to a photon equivalent radiance:
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2L„,,+^ii^l = 2LV,CTIS.n + -=he
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(6.10)

2K

where /IJs the average wavelength for the /ith voxel, and h,e are Planck's
constant and the speed of light, respectively. Substituting equation (6.10) into
equation (6.4) and realizing four exposures are summed:
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Recalling that the total signal will be in,„, times as great as equation (6.11), the
total signal for ail orders from voxel n is:
#e
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(6.12)
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This signal is independent of the number of orders. Our ultimate signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) for the wth voxel is the photon noise limited case where the Poisson
arrival statistics dominate the noise:

SNR.n.CTlSP
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—
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m
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(6.13)

Squaring this and using SNR^ ^n/ = (#e„ cr„ )m„, results in:
r„SA A„ / _
^^^n.CT/SP — ^^^^n.CTtS

m

8(F/#)' he^

_

X

(6.14)

A relationship that illustrates the comparative per voxel signal-to-noise of CTISP
using four FPA exposures to that of CTIS, which uses one, has been developed.
This allows comparison of the same instrument in either CTIS or CTISP
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configuration. As equations (6.13) and (6.14) indicate, and assuming a scene
having a zero mean distribution of

CTISP's voxel averaged SNR using

four FPA frames will be about -Jl greater than CTIS's acquired with a single FPA
frame.
Unfortunately, given the imperfections in the reconstruction and errors in
the polarization analysis stage, the accuracy of CTISP will likely be limited by
these error sources which are discussed in upcoming sections.
Spectral Verification
Estimation of the spectral error is simpler than direct analysis of the
polarimetric error, as quality spectrometers are readily available for comparison
purposes. It should be noted that the spectral error is equivalent to the error in
5o(A) and includes both reconstruction en^ors and part of the W inverse error.
The following plot (Figure 6.7) shows a comparison spectra between a
Jobin-Yvon HR640 spectrometer used as a reference spectrometer and CTISP.
Both the reference data and the CTISP data were normalized using a 12-inch by
12 inch Labsphere Halon 50% reflectance panel.
In the laboratory a 100 g/mm grating was installed yielding a 383 nm
bandwidth across the 1024 element intensified CCD (ICCD). Targets were laid
flat on the optical table, and a 100 watt incandescent bulb was placed above the
target. A bundle of 19 0.22 NA optical fibers was positioned staring at the target
center at about a 45 degree angle from the illumination axis. The illumination
and detection geometries were fixed during data acquisition. Thirty spectra were
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stored for each target and each was nomnalized to the Halon target. CTISP
acquired data from the same targets, including the Halon target, using diffuse
solar

illumination

(cloudy

day).

The

SQ

data

from

each

target

0.50

® 0.40

2 0.30
reference i
spectrum !
S-0.20
CTISP
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Figure 6.7. Comparison of the diffuse reflectance spectra of solid bright green
paper acquired by CTISP and a reference spectrometer.
reconstruction was spatially and spectrally normalized to the

data from the

Halon target to obtain an estimate of the diffuse spectral reflectance. The dark
bold trace in Figure 6.7 represents the estimated diffuse spectral reflectance of a
solid bright green paper target as measured by the reference spectrometer. The
CTISP estimate of the diffuse spectral reflectance of the same target is indicated
by 16 data points joined by a fine line. The error bars on the CTISP data are +/-
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one standard deviation, representing the variation over five different spatial
points on the same target.
Compare the spectra above to the spectmm of the same target indicated
by So in Figure 6.6. The agreement between the reference spectrometer and
CTISP is qualitatively very similar to the agreement noted using CTIS'*^.
Total Stokes Parameter Error
The error can be thought of as the sum of the efffict of error originating
from the reconstruction and the error originating from the calculation of
polarization. While it is not always possible to decouple the errors, this will be
done in a special case and error sources will be identified whenever feasible.
The error in the Stokes vector is defined simply:
(6.15)
At this point it is noted that errors may exist in the W inverse matrix through a
variety of sources investigated later. The difference matrix
the difference between the true W inverse matrix

is defined as

and the measured W

inverse matrix W"'„:

=

(6.16)

The error in the reconstaiction vectors is defined as the following difference:
(6.17)
If equations (6.15), (6.16), and (6.17) are substituted into equation (2.36), the
following expression results;
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(6-18)
A further simplification can be made, if the polarimeter is well calibrated and the
object spatial and spectral character suggest accurate reconstructions will result.
In this case, the last term in equation (6.18), can be neglected as it should be
quite small in comparison with the other two terms. The reduced relation is:
(6.19)
The result is a sum of two simple products, each containing a product of an
estimate and an error term. Two of the terms are known via calibration and
reconstruction, while the error terms must be estimated. The first term is due to
errors in the polarimeter while the second term is due to errors in the
reconstruction.
Reconstruction Error
In order to understand better the errors that are due to the reconstmction,
the synthetic sine wave target is revisited. Synthetic images are quite special in
that the object and its diffraction images are generated by extracting voxel
diffraction patterns from the calibration matrices. Furthermore, since the Stokes
vectors for each voxel were defined from the outset, the object is exactly known
as are its reconstmctions. The W inverse matrix is assembled using these exact
same diffraction images that the object contains. For this reason, there is no
enror in the W inverse file when reconstructing objects that were synthesized
from the calibration file used to create the W inverse matrix.
equation (6.19), it then reduces to:

Returning to
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(6.20)
indicating that the errors in the reconstmction,

, are responsible for the total

error.
In order to determine
through the same

, the true Stokes vector is then propagated back

matrix to calculate the true

vector that would have

produced the true Stokes vector in the absence of reconstruction errors.
Z = W„S„

(6.21)

The difference, df„, between the reconstructed /„ and true

then indicates the

errors due to the reconstruction process. Note this is good only for synthetic
objects constructed from the same voxel images used to derive the W inverse
matrix. Figure 6.8 displays an image map of

. Each row corresponds to a

different wavelength, while each column corresponds to RCA,VA,+45A, and HA
in sequence from left to right. The error map is bipolar, with negative differences
indicated by increasingly darker than grey and positive by increasingly whiter
than grey. The p state orthogonal to that analyzer is predictably zero since via
thresholding no data exist in the original reconstruction for that a,p pair. The
most interesting feature of this image matrix is that the sine wave targets are
consistently underestimated by the reconstruction, as they are shown in black.
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Figure 6.8. Image map of the errors due to reconstruction (6f„) for the synthetic
sine wave target.
The overestimation (white areas) is much more evenly distributed over all of the
images, with a few concentrations, notably one about the VA image at 480nm. A
hint of some of the other sine wave patterns can be seen in some of the images
within this figure.
Polarimeter Error
The polarimeter error is defined as the error in the W inverse matrices. As
seen in equation (6.19) this error is only a portion of the polarization error or
Stokes error.
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The W inverse matrices are detemiined as indicated in Chapter 2. The
procedure relies on the accuracy of the calibration facility as well as the quality
and alignment of the polarization analyzers used in CTISP. Ideally, to investigate
only the error in the W inverse matrix, the second term in equation (6.19) should
go to zero implying that somehow all reconstruction errors have been eliminated.
Since this is not readily possible, even for synthetic objects, a model is used to
estimate the effect that errors in the calibration facility and analyzer assembly
would likely have on the W inverse matrix.
commented in detail in Appendix F.

The model is outlined and

Here the model's assumptions are

presented and the results of the model's output shown.
The model concentrates on the effect of human errors in assembling the
calibration facility and analyzer wheel and assumes that the components are of
high quality and that the primary errors existing in the calibration facility are
azimuth errors in the orientation of the LCVR fast axis and the linear polarizer as
well as retardance errors in the LCVR. The errors in the analyzer wheel are
assumed to be azimuth orientation errors of the individual analyzers and
assembly errors of the RCA, specifically the departure from 45 degrees of the
quarter waveplate fast axis with respect to the linear polarizer's pass axis.
The azimuth errors in the element alignment are assumed to have a
Gaussian distribution. The retardance error of the LCVR is assumed to have a
normal distribution.

The magnitude of the standard deviations for these

distributions are assumed. This analysis is for one wavelength only, and this
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wavelength is assumed to be the center wavelength for the achromatic retarder
in the RCA.
The W inverse matrix was calculated 2000 times in the model; each trial
represented slightly different aligned versions of the calibration facility and
analyzers in the analyzer wheel. The average of these W inverse matrices was
equivalent to the ideal W inverse matrix. Thus, the element-by-element standard
deviation of the W inverse matrix is a good indication of the elements that are
likely to introduce error into the Stokes vector estimate. The set of 16 standard
deviations could be used to represent <5W/' for a particular voxel. Figure 6.9 is a
plot of the standard deviation of each element of the W inverse matrix for 2000
trials of the model with the azimuth standard deviation (Sdaz=1) set to one
degree. The rear leftmost cone is the W inverse 0,0 element, and the rows
(same colored cones) are labeled with the Stokes vector that results in the
matrix/vector product.

The columns are labeled by analyzer, indicating the

analyzer's reconstruction result that is multiplied by that column in the W inverse
matrix. The magnitude of the cones in the S, and 5, rows compared to the
and Sj rows hints that the error of these Stokes parameters may be larger.
The model is extended by testing a set (2000 trials) of known Stokes
vectors against the model's estimate of these Stokes vectors to determine the
average error magnitude for each Stokes parameter. A / vector is obtained for
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each Stokes vector via Mueller calculus including the errors inherent in the
analyzers for that trial. Each / is then multiplied by the W inverse matrix from

Standard
Deviation

W 0, SO
^ 1,S1
2, S2 row index

column index
Figure 6.9.

Standard deviation of elements within W inverse matrix.

the same trial to obtain an estimate of that trial's Stokes vector. The magnitude
of the difference between estimated and known Stokes vectors was calculated
for the 2000 trials.
Figure 6.10 is a plot of the average error magnitude in the estimated
Stokes vector illustrating the effect of decreasing accuracy in both the azimuth
orientation of the LCVR fast axis and the linear polarizer pass axis, both located
in the calibration facility. The average error magnitude is plotted for four different
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standard deviations (Sdaz=0,1,3,5) of the two azinnuth angles.

Increasing

standard deviation in the azimuth indicates less accurate azimuth alignment. The
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Figure 6.10. Plot of average Stokes parameter error magnitude as a function of
azimuth positioning errors of the LCVR and linear polarizer in the calibration
facility.
actual azimuth standard deviation is likely on the order of 1-2 degrees.

The

variability of the error was quite large as indicated by the error bars on the figure,
which represent plus and minus one fifth of a standard deviation. This figure
indicates that azimuth errors in the calibration facility primarily affect SpS'j, as
predicted by the W inverse element standard deviations earlier.

When the

azimuth errors in the calibration facility are zero (Sdaz=0), the remaining errors
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are the retardance errors in the LCVR and the azimuth errors of the analyzers in
the analyzer wheel.
Object dependent polarization error correction
A simple technique'*^ is shown that provides a significant reduction in the
polarimetric error present in CTISP. This approach creates the linear operator,
specifically the voxel dependent matrix operator T„. which maps the true Stokes
vector, S„, into an estimate measured by CTISP, S„, via the simple linear
relation:
S„ = T„S„

(6.22)

Since T„ represents errors obtained in both the reconstmction and the W
inverse matrix product, T„ will be object dependent. If the polarimeter is perfect,
T„ is simply the identity matrix. T„ must be found so that equation (6.22) may be
inverted to obtain a more accurate estimate of the actual Stokes vector.
For a given object the T„ matrix is obtained as follows. In order to solve
equation (2.18), the true Stokes vector for a given voxel must be known. The
most straightforward method of accomplishing this is to place a polarizing filter
before the analyzer wheel. The polarizer then redefines the polarization state to
its principle eigenpolarization (i.e. VL for a vertical polarizer etc.) before it enters
CTISP. A full data acquisition is performed and then a reconstruction obtains
where FP denotes the use of a vertical polarizer in front of CTISP's
analyzer wheel. In this case, the nonnalized true Stokes vector is known to be
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S„={1,-1,0,0} for all voxels. Thus far four equations and 16 unknowns exist; so,
as was the case in Chapter 2, the other equations are obtained by changing the
object's light state. A -45 degree linear polarizer, horizontal linear polarizer and a
high quality left circular polarizer (center wavelength =488nm) were then placed
in succession before the CTISP analyzer wheel. These filters then define three
different polarized versions of the same object whose Stokes vectors for each
voxel were known. The object being viewed through these polarizers is the same
in every case and must remain stationary. A full acquisition was performed for
each of the polarizers resulting in the 16 equations needed to solve for t„, the
estimate of T„ for each voxel. Equation (6.22) is inverted to solve for S„, the
second and improved estimate of the true Stokes vector, at each voxel;
i=t"S„

(6.23)

Figure 6.11 contains two image mosaics of a green paper target
illuminated by incandescent lighting. The image pair are thresholded based on
the Sg value as mentioned earlier. A vertical polarizer was placed in front of the
analyzer to force all voxel polarizations to be linearly polarized in the vertical
direction (as in the right image mosaic in Figure 6.6). The left image in the figure
was a direct reconstruction without correction. In the ideal case, the images in
the 5, and
parameters.

columns should be grey indicating zero for both Stokes
The 5,, 5, and S3 Stokes parameter errors in the left image, on

target, for the center wave band were on the order of 0.01, 0.12 and 0.09
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Figure 6.11. (Left image) Uncorrected Stokes image mosaic of vertically
polarized green paper target on black background; (right image) T inverse matrix
correction of image mosaic at left.
respectively. (Typically, the 5,, 5, and ^3 errors for most images at the center
wave band were ~0.04-0.07 as seen in the right image mosaic in Figure 6.6) The
image mosaic to the right is the corrected image mosaic after applying equation
(2.18).

The corresponding 5,,

and

residual error in the corrected image

mosaic in the right of Figure 6.11 are all on the order of -0.01 or smaller.
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CHAPTER 7 - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The objective of this dissertation, "to design, construct and verify a
connplete Stokes imaging spectropolarimeter based on CTIS", has been
completed. A complete Stokes imaging spectropolarimeter based on CTIS was
developed as illustrated in the previous chapters.
Although CTISP is physically a straightfonward augmentation of CTIS with
a minimum of four polarization analyzers, the concept of voxel polarimetric
calibration had to be developed to allow estimation of Stokes vectors using the
proposed instrument. One voxel polarimetric calibration matrix was needed per
voxel to provide a linear mapping from a set of four reconstructed voxels, each
extracted from a reconstructed diffraction image acquired behind a different
polarization analyzer, to a Stokes vector estimate for that voxel.

The set of

analyzers had to include at least one birefringent element in order to estimate all
four Stokes parameters.
CTISP's greatest benefit is that it fully exploits CTlS's ability to estimate
the full spectral and spatial character of an object without any scanning. In this
respect,

CTISP

is

far

superior

to

any

currently

available

imaging

spectropolarimeters in that it can recover all four Stokes object cubes with only
four FPA frames. As we noted in Chapter 1, all other complete Stokes imaging
spectropolarimeters require scanning in space, wavelength, polarization or some
combination of these, but none can acquire the Stokes object cubes as efficiently
as CTISP. Lastly, we see that scanning in the polarization domain is the most
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efficient donnain to perfomn scanning as it requires only four FPA frames
compared to one FPA frame per resolution element in the FOV

I J"

frames

total) for full spatial scanning o r one FPA frame for every wavelength band ("AT"
frames total) for spectral scanning. Clearly, in either case the number of scans is
significantly greater than four.
CTISP was constructed by augmenting a version of CTIS with an analyzer
wheel containing four analyzers (vertical linear, +45 degree linear, horizontal
linear and achromatic right circular) and located in front of the objective.

A

modeling analysis of CTISP's errors based on the location of the analyzer wheel
within CTISP led us to note that the best location for the analyzer wheel was in
front of the system objective.

If CTISP's SNR is high, and diattenuation of

intervening optics is not a significant factor, the analyzer wheel could be placed
between the collimating lens and CGH without penalty.
During the design phase of CTISP, the lens focal lengths and field stop
size were optimized based on the CGH provided by the University of Arizona and
the FPA currently on hand. Cun'ently, CTISP's resolution is 33 by 33 spatially
with 16 spectral bands of 20nm width starting at 440nm.
CTISP is effectively a combination of an imaging spectrometer and a
polarimeter, and it comes as no surprise that errors in the Stokes vector estimate
originate from both sources. Although the spectral agreement between CTISP
and a reference spectrometer has been shown to be good, CTISP like CTIS has
fundamental limitations in its spectral accuracy due to the presence of the
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missing cones. The errors due to the missing cones are propagated via the W
inverse matrix to the Stokes vector estimate. Although there are no fundamental
limitations on the accuracy of the W inverse matrix, the matrix contains errors
that also affect the Stokes vector estimate.
CTISP's error was divided into the error resultant from the spectrometer
and the polarimeter error (equation 6.19). In the case of a synthetic object, the
polarimeter error is eliminated allowing direct evaluation of the reconstruction
error.

In that case, the reconstruction results for the object were low in most

cases with the balance of the FOV being slightly higher than it should be.
The error in the W inverse matrix is not as easily isolated as the
reconstruction error.

This is because one must first obtain a perfect

reconstruction and correctly include the actual effects of the analyzers.

A

rigorous characterization of the polarization analyzers is required to do this.
Therefore, a modeling approach was chosen to estimate the errors likely in the
polarimeter.

The W inverse errors were assumed primarily due to possible

azimuth orientation errors in the calibration facility and CTISP. It was seen that
these errors resulted in proportionately larger Stokes 5, and

parameter errors

compared to SQ , 53 errors.
Spectral, spatial and polarimetric calibration of CTISP is challenging. A
fully computer controlled calibration facility was developed to suit the task. Even
with full computer control, only a subset of voxels is calibrated due to realistic
time constraints.

Linear polarization is easily generated over the full CTISP
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spectral range by high quality linear polarizers; the degree of linear polarization
(DLP) created by the calibration facility is on the order of 0.98 (1=totally linear).
Circular polarization is created using retarders that are inherently wavelength
dependent. For this reason a fully controllable liquid crystal variable retarder was
used in the calibration facility in order to ensure circular polarization at any point
over the full 300nm spectral range. A retro-reflection technique was developed
to align the linear polarizer axis and to optically verify circular polarization during
calibration. The degree of circular polarization (DCP) was further verified at two
wavelengths and in each case it was >0.99. Undesirable polarization effects
introduced by optics in the calibration facility were investigated and shown to be
<0.02% for any given Stokes paranneter.
The complexity of all aspects of the CTISP operation including calibration,
acquisition, and reconstruction of image Stokes vectors necessitated the creation
of a suite of software programs written in the "C" language. Programs were
created to fully automate the calibration procedure, and an additional program
was written to accept user input and afford control of any calibration facility
parameter on an individual basis.
The eariiest CTISP results used synthetic objects of a single polarization
and wavelength. The essentially perfect results from these tests paved the way
for more complicated objects. A synthetic object consisting of a superposition of
16 different spatial sine waves of different wavelength and alternating
polarization basis states was then tested. The successful reconstruction of this
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object was very important in the development of CTISP as it demonstrated that
CTISP could reconstruct complex objects with spatially overlapping variations in
spectral and polarization content.
Several real objects were presented that demonstrate CTISP's spectral
estimation ability (Figures 6.5,6.7) as well as the ability to successfully
discriminate polarization states (Figure 6.6).

CTISP was found to provide

spectral accuracy that is qualitatively on the order of that noted for CTIS (Figure
6.7).
The signal-to-noise of CTISP utilizing four FPA frames was found to be on
average V2 greater than a single frame for CTIS. The light lost due to absorption
by polarization analyzers is the cause for the reduction.
As indicated by the image mosaics in the dissertation, and in agreement
with prior CTIS work, the errors appear to be most significant at both ends of the
CTISP's spectral response. The signal-to-noise of the calibration data in these
cases is suspect as the FPA integration times were orders of magnitude greater
than the exposure times at the central wavelengths.
Lastly, an object dependent correction based on an additional calibration
procedure was presented and applied and was shown to reduce Stokes
parameter errors to less than 1% at the central wavelengths.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Although discrete analyzers in a rotating analyzer wheel were used in this
embodiment of CTISP, other analyzer configurations are possible.

Another
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version of CTISP should include the use of an achromatic or non-achromatic
rotating waveplate in front of a linear polarizer in place of the analyzer wheel
used by CTISP. This configuration operates by recording exposures at different
azimuth rotation angles of the waveplate while holding the linear polarizer fixed.
CTISP would then be calibrated for each different angle corresponding to a
different instrument configuration a.

One advantage is a reduction in the

number of analyzer components from five (four linear polarizers and one
achromatic retarder) to two. In addition, the rotating retarder configuration allows
elimination of the analyzer wheel.

The acquisition rate could be increased

significantly, improving CTISP's ability to record dynamic events. Lastly, more
than four instmment configurations could be used; any number greater than or
equal to four can be chosen (see Chapter 3 for analyzer restrictions) but result in
an overdetermined data set. This implementation would likely reduce the error in
the Stokes vector estimates due to the least squares approach used to reduce
the overdetermined data set.
Although the expectation-maximization algorithm was used in this work,
other reconstruction algorithms should be evaluated for use with CTISP.
Researchers at the University of Arizona

are currently

reviewing the

effectiveness of different algorithms for CTIS.

The most promising of these

should be applied to CTISP applications.
A new disperser should be designed to improve CTISP performance. Due
to the dispersion of the current CGH, the field stop of CTISP had to be made
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quite small (1.75mm square). Currently CTIS utilizes a CGH providing a 7x7
pattern: the diffraction efficiencies of this CGH are proportional to order number
to provide an improved energy balance on the FPA. CTISP's spectral and spatial
resolution would be improved using an improved CGH^ ®. Furthermore, if the
effective grating line spacing were halved, the re-imaging lens focal length could
be halved, doubling the field stop minification, allowing the field stop to be
doubled in size and resulting in a four-fold increase in throughput.

The

appearance of the diffraction image would remain unchanged.
More advanced polarization verification techniques need to be developed.
While it is worthwhile to verify purely polarized scenes, it would be interesting to
investigate the polarimetric accuracy of CTISP as a function of polarization
content. To accurately investigate polarization and identify the source of the
error, error-free object cube estimates must be obtained. In these cases, the
Stokes error is fully due to the error in the W inverse matrices. These methods
would then be parametrically investigated over many variations in spatial,
spectral and polarization content.
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GLOSSARY
This Glossary is based largely on the definitions presented by Chipman in
the Handbook of Optics^®. Additional comments and examples are provided by
the author. This glossary is not meant to be all encompassing, and instead
presents the more infrequent optical terms which are referenced in this
dissertation as well as those specific to this dissertation. See the reference
above for additional terms.
Analyzer-

A polarizing element whose energy transmittance is
proportional to the content of a specific polarization state in
the incident beam. Analyzers are often placed directly in
front of the detector in a polarimeter. The transmitted state
output from an analyzer may not be the state that is being
analyzed. Example; a left or right circular analyzer outputs
linearly polarized light. The difference between a polarizer
and analyzer in the case of linear polarizers is a semantic
difference referring only to how the device is being used.
Polarizers are used to generate a specific light state while
analyzers are used to preferentially sense a specific state.
Four analyzers are used in CTISP: (1) vertical linear
analyzer (VA) (2) plus 45 degree linear analyzer (45A) (3)
horizontal linear analyzer (HA) and (4) right circular analyzer
(RCA). The Greek letter alpha a is used to refer to
analyzers in the context of CTISP.

Azimuth -

The angle defined between the axis of a polarizing device
corresponding to the principal eigenpolarization and the
horizontal axis located in a plane nomnal to the optical axis
while looking into the beam.

Birefringence -

Aw = |«, - : the difference between two indices of refraction
in an anisotropic medium. Natural birefringent materials are
often made into waveplates by cleaving the material so that
orthogonal linear polarizations at normal incidence can be
aligned with orthogonal material axes.
One linear
polarization then is affected by material index n,, while the
orthogonal linear component is affected by n^. Natural
birefringent materials exhibit dispersion An(A), as do
isotropic materials n { X ) .

CTISP -

Acronym for the Computed Tomography Imaging
SpectroPolarimeter (CTISP).
CTISP is a polarimetric
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modification to the CTIS instrument developed by Descour
and Dereniak. CTISP estimates the Stokes vector for every
voxel in the object cube.
Complete Stokes
Polarimeter -

Degree of
Circular
Polarization
(DOCP) -

A polarimeter that measures all four Stokes parameters. A
complete Stokes polarimeter must include at least one
birefringent element for the determination of S3. A linear
analyzer oriented at several azimuth angles is an example of
an incomplete Stokes polarimeter as it can only measure
So.SpiSj.

This fraction varies from zero (light which is either totally
unpolarized or is perfectly linearly polarized) to one (for light
which is completely right or left circularly polarized).
DOCP{X)=
SoW

Degree of
Linear
Polarization
(DOLP) -

This fraction varies from zero (light which is either totally
unpolarized or perfectly circularly polarized) to one (for light
which is completely linearly polarized). This figure of merit is
often used to characterize light measured with a polarimeter.
SoW

Degree of
Polarization
(DOP) -

The fraction varies from zero for totally unpolarized light to
one for completely polarized light.
The degree of
polarization indicates the polarization purity of the light.
Stokes vectors can be broken down into a sum of polarized
component and an unpolarized component. Note any type
of polarization (linear, circular or, the general case, elliptical)
is included in this factor.
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DOP(X) =

HSM)f HSM)f

SoW

Depolarization -

A process which couples polarized light into unpolarized
light. Depolarization is often caused by scattering and also
by diattenuation and retardance which vary in space, time
and/or wavelength. Increasing depolarization implies an
increase in randomness and a loss of determinism in the
polarization state of the beam. Depolarization is quantified
as 1-DOP. The Mueller matrix for a depolarizer is shown in
Appendix B.

Diattenuation -

The property of an optical element or system whereby the
intensity transmittance of the exiting beam is dependent on
the polarization state of the incident beam. The intensity
transmittance is T1 for one polarization state, corresponding
to the maximum transmittance, and T2 for the orthogonal
polarization
state,
corresponding
to
a
minimum
transmittance. Both linear and circular diattenuation exist as
special cases of elliptical diattenuation. Linear diattenuation
is most commonly associated with the term "diattenuation".
A linear polarizer is a "perfect" linear diattenuator having
T1=1, T2=0. A right circular analyzer (RCA) is a perfect
circular diattenuator having T1=1, T2=0, where the two
orthogonal states are right (T1) and left circulariy polarized
light (T2). Left circulariy polarized light is totally blocked.
Mathematically, it is defined as;
T2 - n
Diattenuation =

T2 + T\

Diffraction image - A single full frame image acquired by the FPA in CTISP.
Each diffraction image obtained with CTISP contains 25
diffraction orders.
Eigenpolarization - The polarized light state equivalent of an eigenvector. A
polarization state transmitted unaltered by a polarizing
element except for a change in amplitude and phase. Every
polarization element has two eigenpolarizations.
Any
incident light in a state different from the two
eigenpolarizations is transmitted in a different state, i.e. its
normalized Stokes vector will be different.
The
eigenpolarizations of an element are obtained by finding the
eigenvectors of the element's Mueller or Jones matrix. For a
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perfect linear polarizer, there will be only one non-zero
eigenvalue corresponding to the linear polarizer's pass axis.
Ideal polarizer -

Both linear and circular (and in general elliptical). A device
which has T1=1, T2=0 yielding a diattenuation of 1. An ideal
linear polarizer transnnits only the component of the incident
light which is parallel to the T1 axis.

Imaging
Spectropolarimeter-A spectropolarimeter that is able to form an image of an
object.
The goal of a complete Stokes imaging
spectropolarimeter is to obtain an estimate of the Stokes
vectors of a spatially (x,y) and spectrally (k) complex object,
i.e. obtain S(x,>',A).
Instrument
Characteristic
Coefficients -

Instrument
Configuration

Nomialized
Stokes vector

The set of four coefficients forming the vector
aa,« = [«a,«.o.aa.n,P«a.,.2.«a,«,3] that arc chBracteristic of a
specific voxel n and analyzer a.
The instrument
characteristic coefficients indicate the mapping of an incident
Stokes vector into an irradiance measurement via equation
(2.12). The four coefficients are obtained by recording the
response in voxel n behind analyzer a when exposed to
four polarization basis states p .

Each analyzer a used one at a time in CTISP results in a
different instrument configuration. CTISP currently utilizes
four instrument configurations.
In the case of a spectropolarimeter the relative exitances are
measured. In this case
is not scaled to 1, nor are the
remaining Stokes parameters. Often, when only polarization
character is desired,
is normalized to 1, and the
remaining Stokes parameters are scaled accordingly. The
CTISP image mosaic output displays non-normalized
so
that the relative exitances between wavelengths can be
seen, but the remaining parameters are extracted from the
normalized Stokes vector so that the polarization character
can be noted.
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Orthogonal
Polarization -

Polarimeter -

Polarimetric
Isotropy -

Polarized light -

Polarization
Basis State -

Principal
Eigenpolarization

If DOP=1 for both Stokes vectors, a normalized Stokes
vector (1,a,b,c) is uniquely orthogonal to one normalized
Stokes vector (1,-a,-b,-c). Any pure polarized light state has
a corresponding orthogonal Stokes vector. For light with
D0P<1, the polarized portion has an orthogonal state but the
unpolarized portion does not. Orthogonal polarizations are
diametrically opposite on the Poincar6 sphere.
An optical instrument for the determination of the polarization
state of a light beam, or the polarization altering properties of
a sample.

An optically transmitting element displays polarimetric
isotropy if it the polarization state of an exiting beam is
identical to the polarization state of the input beam
independent of both the polarization state of the incoming
beam and the element's azimuth orientation. The Mueller
matrix indicating polarization isotropy is the identity matrix.
light in a fixed, elliptically (including lineariy or circulariy),
polarized state. D0P=1. It can be completely extinguished
using an ideal polarizer.
For polychromatic light the
polarization ellipses at each wavelength are identical.

A state of light which has D0P=1. In this work each
polarization basis state corresponds to an eigenpolarization
of one of the four analyzers. Here the abbreviation
is
used to represent the polarization basis state; CTISP is
calibrated using four polarization basis states: (1) linear
vertically polarized light (VL) (2) lineariy polarized light
oriented at +45 degrees from the horizontal axis when
looking into the beam (3) linear horizontally polarized light
and (HL) (4) and right circulariy polarized light (RCL). Do not
confuse the basis state acronyms with the analyzer
acronyms.

The eigenpolarization corresponding
eigenvalue of an element.

to

the

largest
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Retardance -

A polarization dependent phase change associated with a
polarization element or system. The phase of the output
beam depends on the polarization state of the input beam.
The maximum phase and minimum phase changes are
noted when polarization components are aligned with the
device's two eigenpolarizations.

Retarder-

A polarization device designed to create a specific phase
difference between beams exiting the device and aligned
with the device's eigenpolarizations.

Spectropolarimeter- A polarimeter that measures the polarization state of light as
a function of wavelength.
Stokes object cube- If the Stokes vector is determined for each voxel and like
Stokes parameters are grouped based on voxel location,
four Stokes object cubes result. Each cube corresponds to a
single Stokes parameter.
Voxel -

A contraction of volume and pixel, used here to represent
the smallest subdivision of the object cube and has a volume
dxSy5?L. In the case of CTIS and CTISP, it is defined to be
the spatial size of an optical fiber image and of a spectral
width defined by a monochromator's output. Both CTIS and
CTISP are most often calibrated in voxels.

Voxel
Polarimetric
Calibration Matrix - The matrix obtained by assembling the four sets of
instrument characteristic coefficients into a 4 by 4 matrix.
This matrix is termed the W matrix; its inverse is to obtain an
estimate of the Stokes vector for a given voxel. As the name
implies there is a W„ matrix for each voxel hence the
n subscript.
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APPENDIX A: CTISP COl ^PONENTS
Manufacturer
Item
Analyzer wheel
Tip/Tilt lens nriounts (4)
Linear analyzers (4)
(VA,+45A,HA,) (one is
included in RCA)
Achromatic retarder
Opto-interrupter
Stepper motor
Optical encoder
Analyzer wheel end plate
IR filter
UV filter
Objective lens
Objective lens mount
Objective lens mount
base
Field stop

Field stop holder
Field stop rotation mount
Field stop rotation mount
base
Collimating lens
Collimating lens mount
Collimating mount base
CGH
CGH mount
Re-imaging lens
Spectravideo Camera
FPA

Camera mount
CTISP base plate
CTISP rear end plate

Model Number
(specifications)
USAERDC machine shop NA
MM-2A (1" diam. optics)
Newport
DPM-100-VIS1 (1"diam.
Meadowlark Optics
0.7" clear aperture)

AQM-100-545 (1"diam.
0.7" clear aperture)
HOA7730-M22
Honeywell
Applied Motion Products HT17-075
Applied Motion Products 755A-18-0400-R-HV
USAERDC machine shop NA
F53710 (~720nm cutoff)
Edmund Scientific
LL-450-R (450nm cutoff)
Corion
Nikon
28mm F/2.8
Newport
CLM-N
USAERDC machine shop NA
Meadowlark Optics

Custom 1.75 mm square
aperture; 0.001" thick
stainless steel
USAERDC machine shop NA
Micro-Controle (Newport) UTR120
USAERDC machine shop NA
National Aperture

Nikon
Newport
USAERDC machine shop
NASA's JPL
USAERDC machine shop
Nikon
Pixelvision

Zoom 70-210mm F/4-5.4
CLM-N
NA
Custom, see text
NA
105mm, F/1.8
SV10kU1(D/B)/PCI/PYT
16-bit, TE cooled.
SITe
SI-003A\UVAR
(1024x1024 pixels, 24
micron square pixels,
back illuminated, 350,000
electrons full well)
USAERDC machine shop NA
USAERDC machine shop NA
USAERDC machine shop NA
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Item
ITEMS NOT ON CTISP
BASE PLATE
Stepper motor driver
Spectravideo Camera
power supply
Host PC (same as listed
in App B)

Manufacturer

Model Number
(specifications)

Intelligent Motion
Systems
Pixelvision

IM483IE2 (serial port
controlled)
SV10kU1(D/B)/PCI/PYT
(16-bit. IE cooled)
P6-DNF with Pentium
Pro 200

SuperMicro
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APPENDIX B: ANALYZER WHEEL LOCATION STUDY
INPUT PARAMETERS
SNR:=100
T1;=1 T2;=.75 e ;=22.5deg
Mueller matrices for analyzers used in model:

D0P:=.5

horiz. linear analyzer
vertical linear analyzer
'l 1 0 o]
1 -1 0 ol
110 0
-110 0
HA:=
VA:=
0 0 0 0

0

0 0 0

.0 0 0 0.

0

0 0 0,

right circular analyzer

linear analyzer at 45 deg.
1 0 1 ol

1 0 0 1
- 1 0 0 - 1

RCA;=

p45A;=

0 0 0 0

1

0 0 0 0

10 10 2

0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0

Polarization perturbation matrices used in model:
Depolarizer
[i 0
0 OOP

0
0

0

0

0

OOP

0

.0

0

0

DOP.

DEPOL(DOP) :=

Linear Diattenuator, principal transmittance axis theta, intensity transmittances
T1,T2
ld(0.t1,t2) =
(T1-T2)cos(20)
t1-I- t2
(T1 - T2) sin(2 «)
0
(t1-t2 )cos(20) (t1-i-t2 )cos(20)^ + 2(t1t2 )-®sin(2e)^ [th-T2- 2(T1T2)®]sin(20)cos(2-0)
(Tl-

T2) sin(2 0)

[t1+• T2-2 (T1 T2)'®] sin(2 0) cos(2 0)

0
0

(T1 + T2) 8111(2 0)^+2 (T1T2) ® cos(2 0)^

2(t1t2) .5

Polarization Basis States
vertical linear
light

horizontal linear

+45 deg linear

VL:=

HL :=

plus45L :=

right circular

RCL ;=

1 1 0 0
B:=

1 - 1 0 0

10 10
1

0

0 1

<= HL, VL, +45L and RCL are basis states in each row
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Perturbation options:
Number of trials:
ns ;=2 ooo
Calibration behind VA
noise ternns
3is[Ns. (sNR^)]
rpoisj
n1 ;=1n2

Pe(l:=LD(0,T1,T2)

Pert2:=DEPOI.(DOP)

m :=o ,i..{ns-i)

rpoi^Ns. (sNR^)]

SNR

n3 :=1- rpoisj^Ns5, (sNR^)]

SNR'

PaO:=(VAPertHL)g

PVO:=PaO+n1

Pal ;=(VA Peft VL)g

PV1 ;=Pa1+ n2

Pa2;=(VAPeftplus45L)g

PV2 ;=Pa2-t-n3

Pa3 ;=(VA Peft RCL)g

PV3:=Pa3+n4

n4;=1- rpois{^Nss, (sNR^)]

SNR'

SNR

PVO

PV1

m

,-1

PV2
PV3

Calibration behind HA
noise terms
rpois[Ns.(sNR^)]
n5 := 1 -

_ rpois[Ns, (sNR^)]

SNR'

rpois[Ns.(sNR^)]

SNR'

Pt)0:=(HAPertHL)g

PHO;=PbO+n5

Pbl :=(HA Pert VL)g

PHI :=Pb1+-n6

Pb2:=(HAPertplus45L)Q

PH2 :=Pb2+n7

Pb3 :=(HA Pert RCL)g

PH3:=Pb3 + n8

SNR'

n8 ;=1'

rpois[Ns,iSNR^)]
SNR^

•pHO
PHI
b :=B

m

PH2
PH3

Calibration behind +45A (p45A)
noise terms
rpo«i[Ns, (sNR^)]
nIO:
SNR^
SNR'
PcO :=(p45APertHL)Q

P450 = PcO+n9

Pel :=(p45A Peft VL)g

P451 = Pc1+ n10

Pc2;={p45APertplus45L)g

P452 = Pc2+n11

Pc3:=(p45APeftRCL)g

P453 = Pc3+n12

n11

_ rpois[Ns.(sNR^)]
SNR'

fpoi^Ns, (sNR^)]
SNR
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P450
P451

,-1

c :=B

m

P452

P453

tr
Calibration behind RCA
noise terms
- 4 . - . _ 1 » JNS,(SNR^)]
n14

Ns, ISNR'

n13:=1-

SNR^

SNR

PdO;=(RCAPertHL)(j

PRCLO :=PdO+n13

Pd1 :=(RCAPertVL)g

PRCL1 :=Pd1 + n14

Pd2:=(RCA Pert plus45L)Q

PRCL2 :=Pd2+n15

Pd3.-(RCAPertRCL)g

PRCL3 :=Pd3+n16

_'POis[Ns. (SNR^)]
SNR

_ rpoijus, (sNR^)]
SNR'

'PRCLO
PRCL1
d

m

,-1
:=B
PRCL2

m

PRCL3

Assemble the characteristic coefficients to form the W matrix
®mjo
('01)2 (^111)3
b

b

b

m

b

1

\ m/2 I m/3

W :=

1^1 ("01)2 ("m).
'''mjn
(''m),1 (''m),
(""m).
vQ \
V ^/2 V ^^^3

Calibration is complete for all "m" trials: now each W matrix is tested against four
basis polarization states.
TEST 1: +45 Degree Polarization
noise terms
rp4Ns, (SNR^)]
_fPO's[Ns,(sNR^)]
— ^ n)ois[Ns, (sNR^)]
rpoiiis[Ns,(sNR^]]
Nt1
Nt4 := 1 Nt3
SNR'

SNR'

SNR

SNR'

(Pa2+Nt1)^
(Pb2+Nt2)^
p45test :=(W

m \ m;

(Pc2i-Nt3)^
(Pd2 + Nt4)

p45.S0^:=(p45tesg^

p45.S1^:=(p45tesg^

Var(p45_S0) = 6.827-10

Var(p45_S1) = 5.494-10

,-4

p45.S2^:=(p45lesg

p45_S3^ := ^p45tesg

,-3
Vaf(p45_S2) = 1.747-10

,-3
Var(p45_S3) = 1.652-10'
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TEST 2: VL Polarization
noise terms
rpo^Ns. (SNR^)]
fPoq.Ns,lSNR')]
Nt6 := 1 SNR

.„^-^_TX)is[Ns,(sNR^)]

SNR

SNR

_ rpoi^Ns, (sNR^j]
SNR'

'(Pal + N15)
(PbH-Nt6)^
VLtesi := W

m V "1,

-1

(Pel

Nt7)

(Pd1 + Nt8)

VL.SOn,:=(VUesg

VL S1 :=

VL.S2^:=(VLtesg

VL_S3„ := (VUest )
m
\
my J

,-4
Vaf(VL_S1) = 5.646-10'

Vaf(VL.S2) = 1.67M0'

,-3
Var(VL.S3) = 1,699-10'

m

,-4

Var(VL.SO) = 6.806'10

TEST 3: HL Polarization
noise terms
Nt9 :=1-

rpois[Ns, (sNR^)]

Nt10 :=1-

rpois[Ns.(sNR^)]

Ntll

,_^_fpois[Ns. (sNR^)]

SNR^

SNR

SNR

Ins.IsnR^)]

^PO's

SNR'

{Pa0+Nt9)^
(Pt)0+Nt10)
HLtes|^:=(W
m/

(PcO+Ntll)
(Pd0+Nt12)

m

HL_SO ;= HUest i
m
V
m/Q

.-4

Var(HL.SO) = 6.993-10'

HL.SI^ := (HLtesi

HL.S2^:= (HUesi
'In),

,-4
Var(HL.SI) = 5.923-10

Vaf(HL_S2) = 1.820'10

HL S3 := 'HLtesg
" m
3

-3
Var(HL.S3) = 1.497-10'

TEST 4: RCL Polarization
noise terms
is[Ns. (sNR^)]

Nt13:=1-'P™

^)1

d Ns. \,SNR'

Nt14 :=1-

SNR

Nt15;=1-

fpotf[Ns. (SNR^)]

SNR'

SNR

fPOis[NsASNR^)]
SNR'

(Pa3+-Nt13)^
(Pb3-hNt14)
RCLlest :=('W
m
\ m/

-1

(Pc3-»-Nt15)
(Pd3+-Nt16)„

RCL SO

m ;=(\ RCLlestm/Q)

,-4
Vaf(RCL_SO) = 7.051-10

RCL.SI „ := fRCLtestJ
m

\

ni/4
,-4

Vaf( RCL_S1)= 5.435-10

RCL_S2„ := (RCLlest ]
m

\

m/n

,-3
Vaf(RCL_S2) = 1.774-10'

RCL_S3„ := (RCLtest„')
m
\
m/j
Var(RCL_S3) = 1.608-10"
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The sum of the variances for each Stokes parameter, for a given test:
VarjytS := Var( p45.S0) -i- Var(p45.S1) +• Vaf(p45_S2) + Var(p45.S3)
Var.VL :=Vat( VU.SO) + Vaf( VL.SI) + Var( VL_S2) -t- Var( VL.S3)
Var_HL ;=Var( HL.SO) + Vaf( HL.S1) + Var( HL_S2) + Var(HL.S3)
Var.RCL := Var( RCL.SO) + Var( RCL.S1) -t Var( RCL.S2) + Var( RCL.S3)

The sum of the average error magnitude for each Stokes parameter, for a given
test:
p45.S0„- 1 I
p45_S1„ I
p45_S2„- 1 |
p45.S3^ j
ERROR j)45
——i-t-yJ——HI—i+V-

^

Ns

Z_i
^

m

Ns

^

(Ti

m

i HL.S0„- 1 i

S
m

Ns

„1RCL SO
E R R O R . R C L:

=

2
Ns

„|HL.S1
Z_i

m

-1

Ns

—
Ns

^|VLS2
ni
> 1
1+^
^
Ns

Z_j

VL S3
m

Ns

V

!
^

ERROR_RCL

I

Ns
HL_S3„

^

I

Ns

mm
i „| RCL S2 I ^1RCL

m
m
m
Average Stokes parameter error:
ERROR j)45 + ERROR_VL •(- ERROR.HL
_

Ns

m

mm
- 1 I „| HL.S2„ I

I „i RCL SI
^

^

I

„ i V L S O - l | „ | V L S 1 +-1|
...
m
m
ERROR VL:=>
1-1->
Ns
^
Ns
^

m

Ns

m

S3 - 1
'

Ns

m

Ns

0.0263

Average Stokes parameter standard deviation:
Vvarj)45+-Vaf_VL-(-Vaf.HL-I-Var.RCL

• •• = 0.0065

16

This program is run once for each SNR and perturbation combination. This
version of the program calculates the average error for the embedded analyzer;
reverse the ordering of the perturbation and analyzer matrices to obtain the
second version of the program for the analyzer in front of the objective.
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APPENDIX C: CALIBRATION FACILITY COMPONENT LISTING
Note this table does not list post holders, posts and lens mounts, as their
specifications are relative y unimportant.
Model Number, (features)
Item Description
Manufacturer
Light box
components
6333, 100 watt
Tungsten filament
Oriel
6376
Lamp mount
Oriel
A43556, 3" dia., F/2
Imaging mirror
Edmund Scientific
Edmund Scientific
F43842
Hot mirror
Monochromator
CVI
Digikrom CM110,110 mm
focal length, F/3.25
Components on
moving plate
9051
New Focus
Fiber X-Y translator
9121
New Focus
Fiber chuck
F32325 25mm dia. F/3
Edmund Scientific
Achromat (1)
93 BSC 009, 25mm
Polarization insensitive Melles Griot
beam splitter
07 TTA 001
Melles Griot
Adjustable
beamsplitter table
Meadowlark Optics
DPM-200-VIS1
Reference linear
polarizer
F32325 25mm dia. F/3
Achromat (2)
Edmund Scientific
Thor Labs
PDA55
Silicon detector
DPM-100-VIS1
Rotating linear
Meadowlark Optics
polarizer
ARS 304-2"
Rotation stage
Aerotech
50SMC2
Rotation stage stepper Aerotech
motor
Honeywell
HOA7730-M22
Opto-interrupter
Liquid crystal variable
Meadowlark Optics
LRC-200-VIS
retarder (LCVR)
8891
Solenoid driven swing
New Focus
away mirror holder
Achromat (3)
Edmund Scientific
F32325 25mm dia. F/2
Components not on
moving plate
Melles Griot
07 BLJ 002
"Y" Stage
PH268M-E1
Vexta
"Y" Stepper Motor
2035-0
Applied Motion
"Y" Stepper Motor
Products
Driver
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Item Description
"X" Stage
"X" Stepper Motor
"X" Stepper Motor
Driver
Host PC multi-function
10 card
Host PC
Rotation stage stepper
motor driver

Manufacturer
Newport
American Precision
Industries
Intelligent Motion
Systems
National Instruments

Model Number, (features)
M-436, 50mm travel
23A-6102A, lead screw
type
IM483

SuperMicro

P6-DNF with Pentium Pro
200
Unidex 1

Aerotech

PCI-MIO-16-XE-50
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APPENDIX D: CALIBRATION FACILITY X-Y STAGE DESIGN AND
OPERATION

17

r

J

Figure D.I Detailed view of X-Y translation stage.
Number in Figure 1 Description
1
Optical rail
Carrier plate
2
3
"Y" lab jack
"Y" stepper motor
4
5
End plate (there are two)
6
connecting rods (there are four)
7
Female slot
8
Male post
9
Aluminum sleeve
10
"L" shaped mounting plate
"X" linear stage
11
12
Mounting plate
13
"X" stepper motor lead screw
"X" stepper motor
14
15
Rod and rigid coupling
16
Optical breadboard
"Y" stage lead screw
17
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The first occurrence of each component will be numbered in the text. All portions
of the calibration facility that must move together utilize the optical rail (1) as a
foundation. A carrier plate (2) is fixed to the optical rail and provides a
connecting interface to the "Y" lab jack (3).
"Y" Stage
The "Y" stage consists of a 40 mm travel "Y" lab jack driven by the "Y"
stepper motor (4). Since the "Y" stage lead screw (17) of the lab jack is mounted
in the middle of the stage, the motor must be attached at the same vertical
location. Unfortunately, the drive end of the "Y" stage lead screw moves over
0.9" axially with respect to the middle of the lab jack during the full range of
movement. An axial coupling [(7)(8)(9)] was designed to allow one inch of axial
travel between the "Y" stepper motor and the drive end of the "Y" stage lead
screw while providing full transmission of torque and minimal hysteresis. The
frame work that connects the "Y" stepper motor to the "Y" lab jack consists of two
end plates (5) and four connecting rods (6). The coupling consists of three
pieces. Flats were machined on two sides of a V-i diameter aluminum rod to
form a male post (8). The male post is connected to the "Y" stepper motor. A >2"
diameter aluminum cylinder was machined to include a mating female slot (7).
An aluminum sleeve (9) slides freely above the mating pieces and keeps the
male post from distorting the female slot during operation.
"X" Stage
An "L" shaped plate (10) was created to join the "Y" lab jack to the "X"
linear stage (11) and hold the "X" stepper motor (14). An additional mounting
plate (12) was machined to join the "X" stage to the 12"x12" optical breadboard
(16) and to provide a connecting point for the "X" stepper motor lead screw (13).
A rod and rigid coupling (15) connect the "X" stepper motor lead screw and the
mounting plate. The "X" stepper motor contains a nut which, when rotated
moves the "X" stepper motor lead screw in the +/- "X" direction dependent on nut
rotation direction. The "X" stepper motor lead screw is rigidly connected to the
mounting plate, the upper portion of the "X" linear stage, and the optical
breadboard.
Afotor Control and Movement
The "X" stepper motor is controlled by a stepper driver which is fed digital
step and direction pulses from the host PC's multi-function 10 card. The
resolution of the system is typically ~200 steps/pixel in the "X" direction. Due to
the scissors type movement of the "Y" lab jack, there is a FOV vertical location
dependency in the move rate. The move rate varies from ~1200 steps/pixel at
the top of the stages' movement range to -400 steps/pixel for movements at the
bottom. For this reason the movement rate as a function of vertical position is
calibrated in the "Y" direction at the beginning of each calibration. The "X"
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direction move rate is verified and is consistent from trial to trial. Note that if the
objective lens focal length is changed, the move rates will scale accordingly.
During calibration, the fiber image is then moved within the FOV by
acquiring an exposure, calculating the difference between the desired "X" image
centroid position and the current "X" image centroid position, and stepping at the
calibrated move rate in the desired direction. This procedure continues until the
difference between the desired position and the current position is less than a
specified tolerance, typically a quarter pixel. This procedure is done for the "Y"
direction as well, and finally the "X" position is verified and adjusted if necessary
to account for potential slight misalignment between the CCD and stage axis
orientations. In this way the fiber image can be placed at any location within the
FOV.
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APPENDIX E: STOKES/MUELLER ANALYSIS OF THE LCVR AS A
FUNCTION OF DRIVE VOLTAGE
This appendix describes in detail the polarization state of the beam for two
different beam paths as a function of the drive voltage of the LCVR. By virtue of
the solenoid driven swing away min-or, there are two optical paths in the
calibration facility.
Path 1: This path will be tenned the "output" path. This path corresponds to the
mirror being removed from the beam. In this case light emerges from the fiber, it
is collimated by the achromat(l), passes through the beam splitter and then
becomes linearly polarized by the rotating linear polarizer before being incident
on the LCVR. It passes through the LCVR before being focussed by the
achromat (3) and leaving the CTISP calibration facility.
Path 2: This path will be termed the "return" path. This path corresponds to the
mirror blocl<ing the output beam and is the path used during verification of
circular polarization. Here after the light transmits the LCVR it reflects at normal
incidence off the mirror. The beam goes back through the LCVR and is passed
(or is blocked) by the rotating linear polarizer. A portion is reflected by the
beamsplitter and tumed 90 degrees before being incident on the reference linear
polarizer. The light is then focussed by achromat(2) and is incident on the silicon
photodiode.
In the analysis that follows it is seen that several different polarization
basis states can be created purely by changing the drive voltage to the LCVR.
The matrix calculations and plots were done in Mathcad, while the actual
experimental data shown in the last plot was recorded using the calibration
facility. First, on the next page several Mueller matrices and Stokes vectors are
presented for reference.^®
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horiz. linear polarizer

HLP

vertical linear polarizer

110 0
110 0
VLP =

0 0 0 0

right circular polarizer
I

0 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0
LP45

0

0

0 0

10 10

0

0

0 0

0 0 0 0

1 0 0 . 1

0 0 0 0

0

.110 0

left circular polarizer

1 0 0 n

1

10 10

1 . 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

RCP

linear polarizer at 45 deg.

0

0 0 0

0

0 0 0

LCP

2

. 1 0 0

1

1

general wave plate with orientation theta and retardance delta

WP(0,8)

M

O

0

lo

cos(2-0)'^ sir<2-0)*cos(5)

lO sir(2-0)cos(2-0)-( 1 - cos(5))
;0

0

sir(20)cos(20)-( 1 _ cos(6)) -sir(20)-sir(6)
sir(2-0)" ^ cos(2-0)"cos(5)

cos(2-0)sir(5)

.cos(2-0)sir(6)

cos(6)

sir(2-0)sir(5)

Linear Diattenuator, axis theta, intensity transmittances q,r
q^r
I

(q - r)-cos(2-0)

(q - r) sir(2-0)

( q - r)-cos(2-0) ( q ^ r)-cos(2-0)" ^ 2 - ( q r)'•sii<2-6)"

j

q ^ r _ 2- ( q T )

j

sii<2-0)-cos(2-O)

0

LD<0,q,r)
(q - r) sir(2-0)

Iq

r- 2 (qT)^] sir<2-0) cos(2-0)

(q ^ r )'Sir (2-0)" ^ 2 (q r) ^•cos(2-0)"

0
2(qr)-
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The first task in modeling the LCVR's retardance was to obtain the data curve for
the LCVR from the manufacturer. The data curve describing retardance as a
function of drive voltage was then fitted to a polynomial. The resulting equation
describing retardance, in nanometers, as a function of drive voltage is:
6desig!<V) = (-18.22648V 242.54947V- 1114.21558•V^ 1782.61362)-nir
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The range of LCVR drive voltages used is from 1.5 to 5 volts. Below (E.1) is a
plot of the function above:
700

600

500

400
S fidcsign( V) nm

300

200

100

LCVR drive voltage

Figure E.I . Plot of retardance (nm) as a function of LCVR voltage.
The following evaluation is for 600 nm, but any other wavelength the LCVR
passes is equally suitable. The retardance as a function of wavelength is:
A(A,r) = ^esign(V)f^)
(E.I)
\^ J
The RCL output desired from the calibration facility is created by the Mueller
matrix product of unpolarized light, a peri'ect linear diattenuator at 90 degrees,
and a quarter waveplate with a fast axis at -45 degrees, as shown below in the
Stokes vector S_out(V). This corresponds to path 1. Recall, the order of
matrices in a Mueller matrix product is from right to left, with the rightmost matrix
being the closest to the light source. Note the equations are written in Mathcad
form so that the reader can utilize them directly.
S_out(V) = WP(-45-deg,A(600 nm,V))LD(90-deg,l,0)UL
(E.2)
NOTE all angles are referenced to the horizontal axis when looking into the
beam. Now examine path 2, the retum beam, and calculate the Stokes vector
incident on the silicon detector. The full Mueller matrix product is shown below,
and the product continues on the second line.
S_retum(V) = VLP-WP(45deg, A(600 mn, V))WP(0deg,7t) •
(E.3)
WP(-45deg,A(600 nm, V))-LD(90deg, 1,0)UL
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V
LCVR drive voltage

Figure E.2. Plot of polarization parameters as a function of LCVR drive voltage.
The plot (E.2) above provides a wealth of information about the polarization state
generated as a function of the drive voltage of the LCVR. The polarization
character of (1) the output beam, S _out (V )and (2) the return beam, S_retum(V),
will be studied. The return beam is only used for verification and is created when
the mirror is swung into the beam.
The four traces plotted in Figure E.2 are;
Solid line = The irradiance incident on the silicon photodiode by the return beam,
S_ retum(V).
dotted line = The S_out(V)3 value from the Stokes vector of the output beam,
S_out(V). S_out(V)3=1 indicates RCL, S_out(V)3=-1 is LCL.
dashed line = The retardance in waves created by the LCVR as a function of
drive voltage.
dashed/dot line = The degree of linear polarization, DLP_out(V) , of the output
beam, S_out(V), defined below.
(S_out(V)i)^ . (S_out(V)2)^
DLP_oui(V)

(E.4)
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The following polarization states are output as a function of the LCVR drive
voltage; each will be examined and referenced to the preceding graph.
Case 1: Full wave retardance
Note that the far left of the plot corresponds to a 1.5 volt LCVR setting which
induces a full wave of retardance at 600nm. The detector reads full signal since
VL is incident on the LCVR which does not affect the polarization since the
retardance is a full wave. VL reflects off the mirror, passes the LCVR, and
passes through the rotating vertical linear polarizer and finally the reference
polarizer, (the reference polarizer will be ignored here since the rotating polarizer
is also set to vertical the reference polarizer does not alter the beam). Note
S_out(V is zero indicating no circular component. Lastly, DLP_out(V) of the
output beam is 1 as would be expected for VL out.
)3

Case 2: 3/4 wave retardance
The dashed parameter indicates 0.75 or 3/4 wave. Note now the detector sees
no signal. In this case the waveplate creates LCL, the mirror converts this to
RCL, the waveplate converts the RCL into HL which is then blocked by the
vertically oriented rotating linear polarizer so no signal reaches the detector. The
S_out(V -1 indicating pure LCL is being produced.
DLP_out(V)=0 as
expected.
)3=

Case 3:1/2 wave retardance
Note the dashed line indicates a half wave in retardance. In terms of the return
beam, the signal is now full strength on the photodiode, but why? Again, VL is
incident on the LCVR; the LCVR now rotates the VL to HL, which reflects off the
mirror. The LCVR again rotates the polarization 90 degrees, but now from HL to
VL, which passes untouched to the detector. S_out(V)3 is zero as expected, and
DLP_out(V)=1.
Case 4:1/4 wave retardance
The dashed trace indicates 0.25 waves of single pass retardance. At this point,
the signal on the photodiode is at a minimum. Recall the polarization history of
the return beam, VL incident on the LCVR is converted to RCL, which is
converted to LCL after reflection from the mirror. The LCL is converted to HL by
the LCVR and blocked by the vertically oriented rotating linear polarizer.
S_out(V)3=1 indicating RCL out of the calibration facility, while DLP is zero as
expected.
In order to understand the implications of having a small error in the LCVR
drive voltage, AF, it is informative to look at the behavior of the polarization
ellipse as a function of voltage in the region of the correct voltage for RCL.
LCVR voltage en-or, AK, is defined as the difference between the voltage
required to achieve RCL and the actual voltage. Using the S_out(Ar) Mueller
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matrix product as a function of voltage, note that the polarization ellipse has an
ellipticity of one at the correct voltage, implying circular polarization. The plot of
several S_out(V) Stokes parameters as a function of AV is shown below in
Figure E.3. The solid line represents the ellipticity defined as:
ellipticity(AV) = tan

1
( S_out(Ar)3
-sin - 1
S_out(Af^),

(E.5)

The polarization ellipse diagrams in the figure indicate the change of the
polarization as a function of LCVR voltage error. The dotted trace in the plot is of
S_out(AJ^),. The change in polarity of this parameter indicates the change in the
major axis of the ellipse as the ellipse migrates from predominantly horizontal to
predominantly vertical polarization.
The dashed trace indicates the
S_out(AF),data: note as the ellipses always have mirror symmetry about the X
and Y axes, there will be no preference for +45L over -45L and S_out(AF), will
remain zero throughout all voltage settings. Lastly, the S_out(AF)5 parameter
(dash/dot line) is seen to reach a maximum of "1" at the no error voltage
condition.

o.e

ellipticity ( A F ) q c

0

0

S_out(/l,AF), 0.
S_OUt(A,Af),
S_OUt(/l,AF),

.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

AV
Figure E.3. Plot of "output" path polarization as a function of LCVR voltage error.

Case 5: zero retardance
At 5 volts the retardance goes to zero, the LCVR effectively does nothing to any
polarization incident on it. This voltage setting is utilized in the generation of VL,
+45L, and HL. Note the signal strength on the photodiode goes to one as the
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polarization is VL for all AF and nothing is blocked. S_out(F)3 goes to zero, and
DLP_out(V) is one.
Note that the Calibration facility can generate any linear polarization and both
pure circular polarizations.
Below, (Figure E.4) an actual plot of the detector signal at 600 nm vs. LCVR
drive voltage is shown. The filled circles are the recorded voltages: the solid line
is the theoretical response.

DATA „
y.O
•••
S_rctum( V)

DATA

,,V

y.i

LCVR Drive Voltage

Figure E.4. Plot comparing actual photodiode voltage signal (circles) to the
theoretical photodiode voltage signal (solid line) as a function of LCVR drive
voltage.

Step-by-step investigation of the Stokes vector of the return beam
Below is the step-by-step look at the state of the return beam during the creation
of RCL. Following the progression of polarization through the verification system,
the appropriate Mueller matrices are included in the product one by one. First
unpolarized light incident on a vertical linear polarizer is encountered.
1
LD(90-deg,l,0)UL =

(E.6)

This results in vertically polarized light, as seen above. Next, the light passes
through the LCVR where the desired RCL output is produced.
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r
0

WPI-45deg,^j(LD(90-deg, 1,0)UL) =

(E.7)

0
1

The return beam is created during verification by reflecting off the mirror, which
is treated here as a half wave plate. Now the polarization state is LCL.
1•
WP(0-deg,Ji)-WPU45-deg

,^j

-(LD(90-deg, 1,0)-UL) =

(E.8)

Now the light passes back through the quarter wave plate (note the change in
waveplate angle due to the change in coordinate systems on reflection). This
results in HL.
1i
Wp(45 • deg, ^ y WP( 0 • deg, 71) • Wpf - 45-deg, n LD( 90-deg, 1,0) • UL =

(E.9)

Lastly, the minimum in the function is reached cleariy because of the extinction of
the horizontal light above as it is now incident on the rotating linear polarizer in
the vertical position. The extinction is seen in the resulting Stokes vector at right,
and no light reaches the photodiode.
0:
I
0!
LD(90deg,l,0)Wpf45deg,-VwP(0-deg,7i)WP{-45deg,-VL[X90deg,l,0)UL = l

\

2/

\

2/

0

0i
Equation (E.10) above
No light!
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APPENDIX F: MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS OF AZIMUTH AND RETARDANCE
ERRORS IN CTISP AND THE CALIBRATION FACILITY
The goal of this analysis is to use Mueller calculus and Monte Carlo
simulation to realistically model the effect of errors in azimuth positioning of
polarizers and retarders in both the calibration facility and CTISP. Retardance
errors in the LCVR are also modeled. The azimuth errors in the element
alignment are assumed to have a gaussian distribution. The retardance error of
the LCVR is assumed to have a normal distribution. The magnitude of the
standard deviations for these distributions are assumed. This analysis is for one
wavelength only, and this wavelength is assumed to be the center wavelength for
the achromatic retarder in the RCA.
As in Chapter 2, the assembly of four Stokes basis vectors is represented by the
"B" matrix below:
' l

B:=

I

0 0

1 - 1 0 0

I

0

I 0

1

0

0

HL, VL p45L, and RCL are basis states in each row

1

The general form of the waveplate and linear diattenuator are needed for the
following analysis.
general wave plate with fast axis orientation theta and retardance delta
'l
WP(0,5) :=

0

0

0

cos(2-0)*-i-siii(2-9)* cos(5)

0 sin(2-0) cos(2-0) ( 1 - cos(5))
0

0

siii(2-0) cos(2-0) ( 1 - cos(6)) -sin(2-0) siii(5)
sin(2-9)'" + cos{2-0)' cos(6)

cos(2-0) sin(6)

-cos(2-0)sin(5)

cos(5)

sin(2-0)sin(5)

Linear Diattenuator, axis theta, intensity transmittances q,r
LD(0,q,r)«q+r

(q - r) cos(2-0)

(q-r)sin(2-0)

0

(q - r) cos!2-0) (q + r) cos(2-0)" + 2 (q r) ^•sin(2-9)^ [q + r- 2 (q r)'^] sin(2-0) cos(2-9)

0

(q - r) sin(2-0)

[q + r - 2 {q-r)^] sin(2-0) cos(2- 9)

0

0

0

(q + r)sin(2-0)* +• 2(qr)'^cos(2'0)"

2(qr)-
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The light out of the multimode fiber in the calibration facility is assunned
unpolarized:
unpolarized light
UL :=

Define Monte Carlo simulation parameters:
Number of trials = NS, trials are indexed by "i":

NS:= 200 i:=0,I.. (NS - I]

Standard deviation in the azimuth positioning
of LCVR fast axis or linear polarizer in cal. facility:

SDaz := 7

Standard deviation in the azimuth positioning of
an analyzer:
Standard deviation of the retardance for quarter
wave condition:

SDazn := 0.5

SDqtr ;=
ICQ

Since the slope of the LCVR calibration curve is smaller at the zero condition,
voltage errors have a proportionally smaller effect on the retardance. For this
reason the SDzero is set to one fourth of the SDqtr; this qty. was suggested by
the manufacturer.
Standard deviation of the LCVR retardance for
the no-retardance condition:

SDzero := •
400

LCVR retardance distribution with standard
deviation^SDqtr about desired quarter wave:

6qtr := morml''NS,—,SDqtr|

\

2

/

LCVR retardance distribution when "set" to zero
retardance;

5zero := rnomt NS, 0, SDzero)

Theta LP is the distribution of azimuth angles
of the polarizer in the calibration facility:

0LP ;= morm( NS, 0, SDaz) deg

Theta VA is the distribution of azimuth angles
of the vertical analyzer:

6VA := mom^NS,90,SDazn) deg

Theta HA is the distribution of azimuth angles
of the horizontal analyzer:

0HA ;= morn<NS,0,SDazn)-deg
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Theta45A is the distribution of azinnuth angles
of the p45 analyzer:

045A := momt NS , 45, SOazn) deg

Theta RCA is the distribution of azimuth angles of
the linear analyzer with respect to the achromatic
waveplate in the RCA:
brca ;= momt ns , 90, soazn) deg
Theta LCVR is the distribution of azimuth
Angles of the LCVR:

OLCVR- monT<NS,-45,SDaz) deg

The intensity transmittances of the linear
Polarizer and linear analyzer:

q := .5

r ;=

0.0001

Now that the appropriate statistical distributions have been assigned, let's look
at using these with the appropriate Mueller matrices to model the calibration
procedure. The modeled W matrix will be recorded, inverted and tested against
known Stokes vectors; the Stokes vector error statistics will then be investigated.
Let's evaluate the transmitted states output from the Calibration Facility for each
trial "i":
HL ;= WP (0LCVR|, Szem] • LD^GLP., q, rj -UL
VL. - WP(0LCVR.,SzcroJ-LD^ (0LP. + 90 degj,q,rj-UL
p45L := WP(BLCVR,,SzcroJ• LD[^(OLP^ -i- 45 deg),q,rj-UL
RCL := WP fOLCVR,,Sqlr,) • L d [ (BLR + 90-dcg), q, r]-UL
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As usual CTISP is calibrated by recording the response behind each of four
analyzers when exposed to four Stokes basis states.
For each of the four
analyzers, the "no error" case is calculated to compare to those including errors
VERTICAL ANALYZER PORTION OF CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
The calibration data acquired behind the VA is:
VA-HL1 := LDl'eVA
V
l.q.rVHL
'^' J I
VA_VL := LD ( e V A ,q,r) VL
VA_p45L ;= LD(0VA.,q,r) p45L.

VA-RCL1 := LDfeVA
\
i.q.rVRCL
'^' /
1
ideal measurement vector "Pat" and ideal
characteristic coefficients "at" for the vertical analyzer:

Pat :=

at := B ' Pat

actual measurement vector "Pa" and characteristic coefficients "Pa" for the
vertical analyzer:
'VA HL

V

-

'VA VLi
-

1/0

a, := B"' Pa;

Pa, :=

(VA_RCLJ'
0.0006
Pa

example of first trial (compare to ideal ("Pat") above): —
q

0.9998
0.5141
0.5108
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HORIZONTAL ANALYZER PORTION OF CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
The calibration data acquired behind the HA is:
HA_HL ;= LD(0HAj,q,r) HL
HA_VL ;= LD^0HAj,q,rj VL
HA_p45L := LDf0HAj,q,rVp45L.
HA

RCL:= LD (eHA .,q,rVRCL.

1

I

r^' /

1

ideal measurement vector "Pbt" and ideal
characteristic coefficients "bt" for the horizontal analyzer:

Pbt :=

bt := B'' pbt

actual measurement vector "Pb" and characteristic coefficients "b" for the
horizontal analyzer:
fHA HL

> HA VL^,
Pb :=

-

- '^0

b := B'' Pb

lHA_p45L)
''0

HA RCL
0.9994
Pb,

example of first trial (compare to ideal ("Pbt") above): —i =
q"

0.0010
0.4748
0.4898
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PLUS 45 DEGREE LINEAR ANALYZER PORTION OF CALIBRATION
PROCEDURE
The calibration data acquired behind the p45A is:
p45A_HLI := LD('045A.,q,rVHL
I
/
I
p45A_VL := LD(945Aj,q,r) VL
p45A_p45L:= LD(045Aj,q,r)p45L
RCL.
p45A_RCLt := LD('045A.,q,r)
,
J
/
I

ideal measurement vector "Pct" and ideal
characteristic coefficients "ct" for the +45 analyzer:

Pct :=

ct := B ' Pct

actual measurement vector "Pc" and characteristic coefficients "c" for the +45
analyzer:
fp45A_HL)
(p45A_VL)
Pc :=

c. := B"' Pc.
[p45A p45L'i

^

I/O

(p45A_RCL)
0.5174
Pc,

0.4830

q*

0.9997

example of first trial (compare to ideal ("Pct") above): —- =

0.4931
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RIGHT CIRCULAR ANALYZER PORTION OF CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
The calibration data acquired behind the RCA is:
RCA_HL := LD(^0RCAJ ,q,rj WP(45 deg,-j HL
RCA_VL := LD^0RCAJ ,q,rj -WP 45 deg,- -VL
RCA_p45L := LD(0RCA.,q,r) WP|45 deg,^l-p45L.
RCA_RCL := LD(^0RCA.,q,rj-WP(45-deg,-l-RCL

ideal measurement vector "Pdt" and ideal
characteristic coefficients "dt" for the right circular analyzer;

Pdt :=

dt := B'' Pdt

actual measurement vector "Pd" and characteristic coefficients "d" for the right
circular analyzer:

\ RCA

I

HL)

V

q

[RCA VL

''0

Pd. ;=

I

d. ;= B*' pd.

l'RCA_p45L

\

I/O

(RCA_RCL
0.4974

example of first trial (compare to ideal ("Pdt") above):

Pd,
q"

=

0.5030
0.5075
0.9990
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ASSEMBLY OF W MATRIX AND CALCULATION OF W MATRIX STATISTICS
Now that the characteristic coefficients for each analyzer have been modeled,
the W matrix for each trial can be assembled:
("4 w,

%

0.1251 -0.1249 0.0035

("J, w,
W. ;=

example of first trial; w

C-^
V()

•' 1
("j. d.]

('i
d

0.1251

0.1248 -0.0063 -0.0026

0.1251

0.0043

0.1249 -0.0018

0.1251 -0.0005 0.0017

(d.)
1 \ '/I

0.0026

0.1249

the following vectors must be defined to allow Mathcad to calculate statistics;
these are simply re-definitions that help Mathcad to handle the vectors.
amU= (aj

am2 ;= (a

am3 ;= (a.

bmO. := fb

bml. ;=fb.)

bm2. ;= (b.

bm3.1

cmO. ;= (c.

cml. ;= (c

cml ;= (c.

cm3. ;= (c.

dmO. := (d

dml. ;= (d

dm2 ;=

dm3. := (d.

amO ;= (a. |
•

^ '/o

'

V

'' 1

'/l

The equation for the average of the W matrix for all NS trials is:
mcaiXamO) mean(aml) mean(am2) mcaii(am3)
mcaii(bmO) mcan(bml) mcan(bm2) mean(bm3)

Wave :=

mean(cmO) mcan(cml) mean(cm2) meai<cm3)
mean(dmO) mean(dml) mean(dm2) meaii(dm3)

The average of the W matrix for a NS trials is;
'0.1251 -0.1249 0.0002
Wave =

0.0002 "

0.1251

0.1249 - 0.0001 -0.0002

0.1251

0.0002

0.1249 -0.0002

0.1251 -0.0000 0.0001

0.1247

The equation for the standard deviation of each of the elements within the W
matrix for all NS trials is:
Stdev(amO) Stdcv(aml) Stdev(am2) jtdcv(am3)
W SD -.=

Stdev(bmO) Stdev(bml) Stdev(bm2) Stdev{bm3)
Stdev{cmO) Stdev(cml) Stdcv(cm2) Stdev(cm3)
Stdev(dmO) Stdev(dml) Stdev(dm2) Stdev(dm3)
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The standard deviation of each of the elements within the W matrix for all NS
trials is;
0.0000 0.0001 0.0048 0.0039'
W SD =

0.0000 0.0001 0.0048 0.0039
0.0000 0.0048 0.0001 0.0061
0.0000 0.0010 0.0022 0.0003

Now take the inverse of W
Winv ;= (w'

Again parameters are redefined for the benefit of Mathcad:
WinvO(^ ;= ^Win\j^^ ^

WinvOlj := ^Winvj^

WinvO^ := (|Win\j^^

Winv03 ;= (Winv

Winvl(| ;= ^Winvjj

Winvl Ij ;= ^Winvj^

Winvl^ ;= ^Winvjj

Winvl;= (Winv

Winv2Cj := (Win\jj^ ^

Winv21j := ^Winv^^ ^

Winv2^ := (WinvjJ^ ^

Winv23 := ^f Winv)

Winv3{| := (^Winvj

Winv3Ij ;= ^Win\jJ

Winv3^ := ^Win\jj

Winv3j^ := ^Win\j^

0.3
1.3

3.3

The equation for the average of the W inverse matrix for all NS trials is:
nican(winvOOq^) mean(winvOl-q^) mean(winv02q^) mean(winv03q")
Winv ave:=

mcanl,WinvlOq^) mean(winvll'q^) mean(winvl2q^) mcan(winvl3q')
nican\ Winv20q") mean(winv21q^) mean(winv22q^) mean(winv23q^
mcan(winv30q") mcan(winv31q^) ^lean^^Winv32q") mean(winv33q^)

The average of the W inverse matrix for all NS trials is:
"1.0003
Winv avc=

1.0004 -0.0015 0.0000"

-1.0040 0.9960

0.0027

0.0054

-1.0002 -1.0040 2.0014

0.0029

-1.0026 -1.0024 0.0005

2.0045

The equation for the standard deviation of each of the elements within the W
inverse matrix for all NS trials is:
Stdev\,WinvOOq^) Stdev(winvOl-q^) Stdev(winv02q^) Stdev(winv03q^)
Winv SD;=

StdevyWinvlOq^) Stdev(winvl 1-q^) Stdev(winvl2q^) Stdev(winvl3q^)
Stdev(winv20q^) Stdev(winv21-q^) Stdcv(winv22q^) Stdevl^Winv23q^)

2^

Stdev\Winv30q''y Stdev^^Winv31•q^) Stdev(winv32q^) Stdev(winv33q^)
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The standard deviation of each of the elements within the W matrix for all NS
trials is:
0 0124 0.0124 ()024S 0OOOO
00477 0,0479 0()735 0 0622
Winv SD=
0.0401 OOSOl

00250 0.09X3

0.0228 0.022S 0.0425 0 ()()3S

The left figure below is a column plot of the element-by-element mean of W
inverse for NS trials, WOO is rear left element in plot. The right plot below is a
column plot of the element-by-element standard deviation of the W inverse matrix
for the NS trials of the model:

U inv jvr

Winv SD
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USING THE MODEL TO ESTIMATE STOKES VECTORS:
Now that the complete calibration has been performed, the model can be tested
using known light states and see how different the model's estimate of the
Stokes vector is from the actual value. Since the W inverse matrix has significant
structure, it is best to njn the model using a wide array of different Stokes
vectors. The Stokes vectors are selected from a unifomn distribution in Stokes
parameter space. The Stokes vector is then measured by CTISP in the next
block of code and multiplied by the W inverse matrix. The result is compared to
the known Stokes vector.
Create variable STOKES vectors:
Setup the uniform distributions that will be sampled, note degree of polarization is
included to achieve a uniform distribution of degrees of polarization.
S_1 :=nini(NS,-l.I)

S _ 2 ;= r u n i f N S 1 , 1 )

S_3 := r u n i f N S 1 , 1 )

D O P ;= r u m ( N S , 0 , 1 )

The magnitude of each Stokes vector prior to normalization by the DOP is:
MAG.:=[(S_l.)^fS_2.)^(S_3.)']'

The set of NS random normalized Stokes parameters is (S0=1 always):
S-2i
S-3i
SJi
S 2n::=
- DOP,
S 3nj:=
DOP,
S In,.DOP,
" ' MAG
'
~
MAG;
'
" ' MAG|
'
1

• 1.0000 •

S.ltij

ST-

S_2n.

0.5812
ST, =
1
-0.0791

SJrij

0.7153

<=This is an example of a random Stokes vector

Now the signal each Stokes vector would produce through the analyzers must be
detemnined; examples are shown in the right column for the first random Stokes
vector:
P_RCAj := |LD(0RCAj,q,rj-Wp|45'deg,||'STjj

P_RCA, = 0.4285

P VA; ;= (LD(eVAi,q,r) sT,'l

P VA, = 0.1051

P_HAi := (LD(eHA.,q,r) STj]^

P_HA, = 0.3954

P_p45Ai(LD(045Aj,q,r) STj)^

Pj345A, = 0.2286

-

I

\

\

I

•

;

1/ Q

—

I
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Now that the random, but known Stokes vector for trial "i" has been "measured",
the modeled W inverse matrix also from trial "i" can be multiplied.
' P VA. "

S est. ;= Winv

0.9998

P— HA.I
Sest.q =

P_p45A.

0.5926
-0.0962
0.7183

P RCA.

Above righ is an example of the model measured output for trial "i=1"; compare
this to "ST sub 1" above.
Redefine new terms for the benefit of Mathcad;
S est 0 := ('S est.")

S est 1 := fS est.')

S_est_2j := ^S_esl,

S_est_3. := (S_est|

STO. := (ST

ST1.:=

ST2. :=

ST3: := (ST.)

-

- 1

\ -

i/o

-

- I

V -

V' 1

0

The magnitude of the error for each trial and each Stokes parameter can be
calculated. The average error is calculated based on these.
SOdiff : = t S . est .0 q - S T O j
Sldiff : = ! S . est 1 • q - STlj
S2diff := S. est 2
S3diff ^ = i

s.

q - ST2.

est .3 •q - ST3j

The average error for each Stokes parameter, averaged over NS random Stokes
vectors as tested agains NS slightly different versions of CTISP.
mcan( SOdifl)
S est mean crr:=

mean(Sldifl)

"0.0002'

S est mean err=

mean(S2din)

0.0130

mean(S3dif5
Stdev{STO)
S est SD :=

Stdev(STl)

0.0105

0.0017

0.00000
S est SD =

0.33311

Stdev(ST2)

0.33693

Stdcv(ST3)

0.33737

For the results below the retardance errors were kept fixed while the azimuth
error was increased:
SDaz=1
SDaz=3
SDaz=0
SDaz=5
SDaz=7
0.00020

0.00020

0.00020

"0.00020

"0.00020'

0.00618

0.01045

0.02494

0.04189

0.06673

0.00005

0.01265

0.03925

0.06460

0.08648

0.00167

0.00177

0.00380

0.00912

0.02001
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